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Abstract 
 
The hydrophobic plasma membrane constitutes an indispensable barrier for 
cells in living animals, allowing the constitutive and regulated influx of es-
sential molecules while preventing access to the interior of cells of other 
macromolecules. Albeit being pivotal for the maintenance of cells, the in-
ability to cross the plasma membrane is still one of the major obstacles to 
overcome in order to progress current drug development.  

A group of substances that has shown great promise for future clinical use 
is oligonucleotides that are exploited to interfere with gene expression. Short 
interfering RNAs that are utilized to confer gene silencing and splice correct-
ing oligonucleotides, applied for the manipulation of splicing patterns, are 
two classes of oligonucleotides that have been explored in this thesis. De-
spite being efficient compounds for regulating gene expression, their hydro-
philic nature prohibits cellular internalization. 

Cell-penetrating peptides (CPPs) are a class of peptides that has gained 
increasing focus in last years. This ensues as a result of their remarkable 
ability to convey various, otherwise impermeable, macromolecules across 
the plasma membrane of cells in a relatively non-toxic fashion. Since the 
initial discovery over a decade ago, their uptake mechanism has been under 
intense investigation. Although results from earlier studies favored a direct 
translocation of peptides independent of receptors, an increasing number of 
studies is now emphasizing the importance of endocytosis in this process.  

This thesis aims at further characterizing well-established, and newly de-
signed, CPPs in terms of toxicity, delivery efficacy, and internalization 
mechanism. Furthermore, we employ various CPPs for the delivery of the 
abovementioned bioactive cargos and analyze the impact of endosomolysis 
on the bioavailabilty of the cargos. 

Our results demonstrate that different CPPs display different toxic pro-
files and that cargo conjugation alters the toxicity and uptake conferred by 
CPPs. Furthermore, we confirm the involvement of endocytosis in transloca-
tion of CPPs using a functional assay based on splice correction. All tested 
peptides facilitate the delivery of splice correcting oligonucleotides with 
varying efficacy, the newly designed CPP, M918, being the most potent. 
Further characterization of this peptide signified the importance of macropi-
nocytosis in cellular uptake which is in concurrence with another CPP, pene-
tratin. Finally we conclude that by promoting endosomolysis, using lysoso-
motrophic agents, or by exploring new CPPs with improved endosomolytic 
properties, the biological response increases significantly. In conclusion, we 
believe that these results will facilitate the development of new CPPs with 
improved delivery properties that could be used for transportation of oli-
gonucleotides in clinical settings. 
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1. Introduction 

The plasma membrane consists of a lipid bilayer into which proteins and 
other components are inserted. The hydrophobic nature of lipids in the 
membrane makes it impermeable to most hydrophilic molecules, thereby 
acting as a protective wall to the surrounding environment. For this reason, 
many biologically active molecules with great therapeutic potential, includ-
ing oligonucleotides (ONs), have restricted access to the interior of cells. 
Despite the great understanding we have, regarding function and regulation 
of cells and how to interfere with them, devising efficient means of deliver-
ing therapeutic agents have been a major hurdle. The aggravation has been 
significant for the scientific community that is holding the knowledge of 
how to construct gene-interfering compounds, without being able to address 
cellular delivery in a convenient manner. However, in the last decades, sev-
eral viral- and non viral vectors have been developed and utilized for the 
delivery of various ONs both in vitro and in vivo.  

One group of non-viral vectors that has gained increasing attention since 
the initial discovery in 1994 is cell-penetrating peptides (CPPs) [1]. Owing 
to their remarkable ability to rapidly translocate into cells and convey vari-
ous cargos ranging from small peptides to large plasmids, these peptides are 
under intense investigation.  

This thesis is dedicated to the use of CPPs in transporting ONs that inter-
fere with protein expression, including short interfering RNAs (siRNAs) and 
splice correcting ONs (SCOs) into cells. Also, we aim to assess the toxico-
logical properties of different CPPs. Furthermore, newly designed CPPs, 
with improved delivery properties, are evaluated by measuring the effects 
conferred by the abovementioned cargo molecules. Finally, but certainly not 
less importantly, this thesis aims at increasing the understanding to what 
extent endocytic pathways are involved in uptake of this class of peptides. 
Obviously, understanding the molecular mechanisms underlying internaliza-
tion of CPPs will facilitate the development of new, more potent peptides for 
the delivery of bioactive macromolecules. 

1.1 Membrane transport of macromolecules 
The highly dynamic plasma membrane constitutes a gatekeeper by separat-
ing the extracellular environment from the chemically distinct intracellular 
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cytoplasm. Essential small molecules can traverse the plasma membrane 
through passive diffusion or through the action of membrane pumps and 
channels, gaining direct access to the cytoplasm. For larger molecules and 
particles, internalization occurs via other mechanisms, collectively known as 
endocytosis.  

Endocytosis comprises distinct pathways that fall into two broad catego-
ries; phagocytosis and pinocytosis. Phagocytosis involves ingestion of large 
particles such as bacteria, cell debris etc. and is restricted to specialized cells 
such as macrophages, monocytes, and neutrophiles. Pinocytosis, in contrary, 
occurs in all cells and encompasses different processes that result in uptake 
of fluids, solutes, and membrane components. For pinocytosis, at least four 
different mechanisms have so far been described: clathrin-mediated, caveo-
lae-mediated, macropinocytosis, and clathrin- and caveolae independent 
endocytosis [2]. These different pathways are distinguishable in respect of 
size of formed endocytic vesicles, specific cargo characteristics, and the 
mechanism of vesicle formation, Figure 1.1. However, despite enormous 
efforts and progress made to analyze the endocytic machinery, many details 
remain elusive regarding the regulation of these processes. Understanding 
endocytosis is necessary, not only, in order to assimilate the broad literature 
on CPP uptake mechanisms but also for the development of new peptides 
with desirable properties. 

1.1.1 Clathrin-mediated endocytosis (CME) 
CME is the best characterized endocytic pathway and occurs constitutively 
in all mammalian cells. It is crucial for eukaryotic life since it confers inter-
cellular communication during development of organs and is pivotal for 
modulation of signal transduction by controlling the levels of signaling re-
ceptors on surface of cells [3]. Also, CME is required for efficient recycling 
of synaptic vesicle membrane proteins after neurotransmission [4]. Further-
more, CME ensures the continous uptake of essential nutrients such as low-
density lipoprotein (LDL) and transferrin, thereby providing cells with cho-
lesterol and iron, respectively [5,6].  

1.1.1.1 Formation of clathrin-coated pits 
Induction of CME is initiated upon receptor binding after which receptors 
are clustered in coated pits on the plasma membrane. Formation of these 
coated pits is not a random process but confined to spatially organized endo-
cytic “hot-spots”, in part, constrained by the actin cytoskeleton [7]. A further 
role of actin in driving CME is highly debated [8]. The formation of these 
coated pits is a highly regulated process with a number of proteins involved, 
where the importance of each protein varies depending on the receptor to be 
internalized. Adaptor protein complexes, such as adaptor protein 2 (AP2) are 
key-components for the selection of receptors at the cell surface to be inter-
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nalized and for the recruitment of structural (i.e. clathrin) and regulatory 
components (scaffold proteins) essential for the formation of clathrin-coated 
pits. A network of interactions promotes the deformation of the membrane, 
concomitantly generating cargo-filled vesicles. Subsequently, vesicles are 
pinched off from the plasma membrane. These mentioned components and 
events are reviewed in [2,8]. Common for adaptor proteins is that they have 
the advantageous ability to interact with numerous partners in a synchro-
nized fashion [9-11]. Adapators bind modified lipids in the plasma mem-
brane [9] and subsequently to sorting signal sequences in the cytosolic tails 
of activated receptors [10,12]. Finally, it is suggested that adaptors and scaf-
folds recruit clathrin to the plasma membrane. Clathrin is a three-legged 
protein structure, called a triskelion, formed by three clathrin heavy chains, 
each with a tightly associated clathrin light chain that requires adaptors to 
self-assemble [13]. 

Scaffold proteins, such as Eps 15, that also bind lipids in the plasma 
membrane can be regarded as organizing proteins that synchronize interac-
tions between adaptors and other endocytic machinery. Scaffold proteins 
interact with adaptors, and might increase their activities, hence stimulating 
clathrin assembly [11]. Finally, these proteins recruit, and interact with dy-
namin protein that drives scission of the highly invaginated pit formed by 
clathrin and the abovementioned components [14]. 

1.1.1.2 Trafficking of vesicles 
After endocytosis, vesicles with receptors enter early endosomes to undergo 
complex sorting events, reviewed in [15,16]. There are two principal traf-
ficking routes which can be termed recycling and lysosome targeted. Regula-
tion of trafficking is determined by the inherent signal sequences found in 
the tail of receptor, the signaling events within the cell, and by scaffold pro-
teins (e.g. Eps 15). Additionally, crucial molecules necessary for correct 
endocytic trafficking include the Rab family of small GTPases and their 
accessory proteins [16]. 

Internalized vesicles acquire properties that are defined temporarily and 
are termed early and late endosomes. The early endosome is a tubulo-
vesicular structure where major sorting events take place. Internalized cargo 
is either recycled back through recycling endosomes or progresses to late 
endosomes. The late endosomes, also termed multi-vesicular bodies, due to 
the high content of internal vesicles, have a lower pH than early endosomes. 
Late endosomes subsequently progress to lysosomes that are characterized 
by the presence of various degradative proteases that degrade engulfed cargo 
molecules. 
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Figure 1.1. An overview of the different endocytic routes and a selection of essen-
tial components for pinocytosis in mammalian cells. In macropinocytosis actin elon-
gation drives the formation of lamellopodia that eventually collapses onto the mem-
brane, subsequently generating macropinosomes. In all other mechanisms, vesicles 
are formed as a consequence of membrane invaginations. CCV, clathrin-coated 
vesicle 

1.1.2 Non-classic endocytic pathways 
CME represents the classical endocytosis involved in the internalization of 
most molecules. However, development of new techniques has provided 
insight into non-clathrin-mediated internalization pathways. A common 
theme for these uptake routes is the sensitivity to cholesterol depletion, sug-
gesting that they are lipid-raft dependent. Lipid-rafts are microdomains that 
compartmentalize cell membranes that consist of a dynamic assembly of 
cholesterol and glycosphingolipids, which form liquid-ordered structures 
that float in the less ordered surrounding membrane [17]. These rafts have 
themselves been implicated to regulate various processes such as protein 
trafficking and signal transduction (reviewed in [18]). 

 Even though the existence of non-clathrin routes is indisputable, little is 
known about the exact mechanisms of vesicle formation and further traffick-
ing of vesicles. However, it is known that these pathways can deliver mole-
cules directly to distinct intracellular compartments [19,20]. 
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1.1.2.1 Caveolae-mediated endocytosis 
Caveolae, which are a morphologically identifiable type of lipid-raft, were 
initially observed 50 years ago as small, approximately 60 nm in diameter, 
flask-shaped invaginations of the plasma membrane. It was initially pro-
posed that caveolae mediates transcellular shuttling of serum proteins, such 
as albumin, from the bloodstream into tissues across the endothelial cell 
layer [21]. Caveolae are now known to be present in many cells, and to de-
marcate cholesterol and sphingolipid-rich microdomains that are sensitive to 
cholesterol depleting agents. This endocytic route has later been implicated 
to accommodate the internalization of sphingolipid binding toxins, such as 
the cholera toxin B (CTB) subunit, glycosylphosphatidyl inositol (GPI)-
anchored proteins, growth-hormone receptors, and viruses such as Simian 
virus 40 (SV40) [17]. Identification of the major protein constituent, caveo-
lin-1, provided the first molecular marker which accelerated the progress of 
understanding formation and function of caveolae [22]. Two additional pro-
teins, caveolin-2 and caveolin-3, were later identified. The shape and struc-
tural characteristics of caveolae are conferred by these caveolins that are 
dimeric integral membrane proteins that insert as loops in the membrane and 
self-associate to create a striated coat on the surface of the membrane in-
vagination. Of the caveolin proteins, caveolin-1 seems to be most essential 
for caveolae formation since knock-out mice for this protein are devoid of 
caveolae [23]. In addition to caveolins, kinase-dependent disruption of the 
actin cytoskeleton and recruitment of dynamin is crucial to allow budding of 
caveolae from the plasma membrane [24]. Various kinases additionally ap-
pear crucial for further traficking [25]. 

Unlike clathrin-coated pits, caveolae are abundant in certain cell types 
such as adipocytes, endothelia, and muscle but absent in others like lympho-
cytes and neuronal cells. Also, questions have been raised whether caveolae 
participate in constitutive endocytosis given the slow uptake of GPI-
anchored proteins [26]. This, in combination with the mild phenotypes ob-
served in caveolin-1 knock-out mice, questions the importance of caveolae 
in cellular functions. It might be that cells devoid of caveolae utilize other 
mechanisms as a redundant means of internalizing molecules. For example, 
the CTB is thought to be internalized via caveolae, however, after treatment 
with a dominant negative form of dynamin, uptake was still observed inde-
pendent of caveolae (or CME) [27]. One plausible explanation could be that 
abolishment of one route stimulates the activity of other pinocytic pathways, 
as reported in [28]. 

Caveosomes that are formed and excised from the membrane are thought 
to present a non-digestive route of internalization to the ER, bypassing the 
endo-lysosomal compartment [19]. However, as with many of the other data 
presented, results are contradictory and inconclusive regarding this. For a 
recent review on the many facets of caveolae, see [29].  
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1.1.2.2 Macropinocytosis 
Macropinocytosis is generally considered to be a non-specific mechanism 
for internalization since it is not reliant on ligand binding to receptors. 
Macropinocytosis accompanies membrane ruffling induced in many cell 
types upon stimulation with growth factors and other signals followed by 
formation of protrusions of the membrane, so-called lamellopodia, and con-
comitant formation of macropinosomes. At least two different types of 
macropinocytosis have been distinguished in cells: constitutive macropino-
cytosis, in macrophages and dendritic cells, and growth-factor induced tran-
sient macropinocytosis in practically all cells. In macrophages and dendritic 
cells, macropinosomes gradually maturate and merge with the lysosomal 
compartment, playing a crucial role in antigen presentation [30,31]. In many 
other cell types, constitutive macropinocytosis occurs scarcely under normal 
conditions. Instead, transient induction of membrane ruffling and concomi-
tant formation of macropinosomes has been observed after treatment with 
several growth factors, including platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) and 
epidermal growth factor (EGF), down regulating the activity of signaling 
receptors [32]. Unlike constitutive macropinocytosis, the fluid content of 
macropinosomes in these cells is not transported to the degradation pathway, 
but is instead extracellularly regurgitated by recycling pathways [32].  

The processes of membrane ruffling, lamellopodia formation, and forma-
tion of macropinomes are all highly dependent on actin remodeling at the 
cell surface. Mechanistically, macropinocytosis resembles phagocytosis. 
However, lamellopodia that is formed do not “zip up” along a ligand coated 
particle, but instead collapses onto and fuses with the plasma membrane. 
Additionally, the macropinosomes are smaller than phagosomes, 1-5 µM in 
diameter. Several different actin-binding proteins commonly contribute to 
the actin polymerization and remodeling regulated by Rho-family of 
GTPases such as Rac1 and Cdc42 [33]. In addition, phosphoinositide deri-
vates exert a central role in actin-dependent processes by regulating the ac-
tivity of actin-binding proteins [34,35]. It has previously been shown that 
phosphatidyl inositol 3-kinase (PI3K) is essential for closure of macropino-
somes, but not for ruffling and lamellopodia formation in macrophages [36] 
while insulin-induced ruffling in fibroblasts is dependent of PI3K activity 
[37]. Hence, the details of signaling pathways conferring ruf-
fling/macropinosome formation might differ between cells and receptor 
types. Finally, one important feature of macropinocytosis that distinguishes 
it from CME and caveolae endocytosis is that the mechanism is dynamin-
independent [2]. 

1.1.2.3 Other internalization routes 
Beyond the established roles of CME, caveolae endocytosis, and macropino-
cytosis, there exists an ill-defined route of non-clathrin, non-caveolae-
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dependent endocytosis in resting cells, thoroughly reviewed in [38]. Similar 
to caveolae, this pathway is intimately linked to the presence of lipid-rafts 
and the size of vesicles formed is in the same range as caveolae. Two main 
types of clathrin- and caveolae independent pathways have so far been de-
scribed, one being dynamin-dependent, and one dynamin-independent [39].  

The interleukin-2 (IL-2) receptor is perhaps the best characterized marker 
for clathrin-and caveolae-independent endocytosis [40]. In lymphocytes, 
devoid of caveolae, this receptor is associated with lipid microdomains and 
is internalized in a clathrin-and caveolin-independent manner. Same pathway 
has also been implicated to participate in the trafficking of GPI-anchored 
proteins across cellular membranes, as it bypasses both clathrin and early 
endosome markers while being sensitive for cholesterol depletion [41]. 
These results are in disagreement with other data suggesting that GPI-
anchored proteins are internalized via caveolae [17]. Also, the group of Ari 
Helenius presented new data on SV40 internalization that was independent 
of caveolae [42]. In caveolin-1 knock-out fibroblasts, the virus entered in a 
cholesterol-dependent manner. The pathway differed in that it was rapid and 
dynamin independent but similar to the caveolae pathway it bypassed the 
classical endocytic organelles to gain access to ER. Possibly, this pathway 
can exist in parallel with the caveolar pathway and both merge at the level of 
caveosomes. Taken together these data suggest that less characterized path-
ways might participate in internalization of various molecules, originally 
believed to be exclusively internalized via other endocytic pathways. 

Finally, it is likely that several different mechanisms operate simultane-
ously in that one receptor is not internalized exclusively by one pathway. 
This has been demonstrated for the uptake of the prion protein [43,44] and 
bacterial toxins [45]. The co-existence of different simultaneous uptake 
routes makes interpretations extremely difficult. The additional observation 
that different cell lines might exploit different routes for internalization of 
same molecules makes the picture all the more complicated [46,47] 

1.2 Applications of oligonucleotides in gene regulation 
The full sequencing of the human genome has lead to increasing demands in 
making functional studies on different genes and their protein products. Dur-
ing the past 40 years, several ON-based methods have been developed with 
the purpose of manipulating gene expression. The most basic method in-
volves the use of bacterial plasmids for expression of genes of interest. In 
addition to evaluate functional aspects of different genes, this is a highly 
appealing strategy to utilize in clinical settings, i.e. gene therapy. Gene ther-
apy was originally thought to serve as corrective treatment for inherited ge-
netic diseases. However, over the past 15 years, experimental gene therapy 
for cancer has become the most frequent application although other acquired 
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diseases have also been investigated, as reviewed in [48,49]. Despite the 
great potential gene therapy holds for future treatment of various disorders, it 
suffers from some severe drawbacks. First, plasmids are large, usually ex-
ceeding one MDa in size, making them impermeable over cellular mem-
branes. Secondly, viruses have been used to confer cellular internalization of 
therapeutic genes in most clinical trials. Albeit providing an effective means 
of delivering genes, they might cause severe immunological responses. Ob-
viously, in order to progress current gene therapy, safer delivery systems are 
required, optimally not reliant on the use of viruses.  

Other versatile approaches utilizing shorter ON-sequences to interfere 
with gene expression have emerged. Several different strategies exist such as 
decoy ONs to sequester transcription factors (TFs). However, focus here 
involves the use of antisense ONs (asONs) to interfere with splicing (i.e. 
SCOs) and siRNAs to promote gene silencing. 

1.2.1 Antisense application 
Antisense technology holds a great potential both as research- and therapeu-
tic tool owing to its ability to down regulate virtually any desired gene. The 
antisense mechanism was first described 30 years ago in an assay called 
“hybrid arrested translation” by Paterson and colleagues [50]. Short thereaf-
ter, Zamecnik and Stephenson published, what is considered the proof-of-
principle for antisense technology, the blocking of both protein translation 
and replication of Rous sarcoma virus in vitro [51,52]. 

 
Figure 1.2. A schematic overview of the antisense approach used to down regulate 
protein expression. asONs are either targeted to the translational initiation site of 
complementary mRNA, subsequently prohibiting the binding of ribosome (left), or 
asONs bind complementary mRNA and concomitantly recruits RNaseH that medi-
ates RNA degradation (right).  
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  This technology makes use of relatively short, generally 15-25 bases in 
length, single stranded asONs that, when introduced inside cells interact with 
mRNA in a sequence specific manner, thoroughly reviewed in [53]. This 
hybridization confers translational arrest of mRNA either via sterical hin-
drance, i.e. preventing ribosomal assembly on mRNA, or more commonly, 
through the recruitment of RNaseH that eventually degrades the target se-
quence (Figure 1.2). The advantage with the latter mechanism is that less 
asONs are required to obtain an antisense effect since asONs are reused after 
degradation of the mRNA. In addition to classical post-transcriptional an-
tisense mechanisms, some asONs have been designed to operate on tran-
scriptional level thereby inhibiting transcription of chromosomal DNA 
[54,55]. However, the vast majority of asONs has been designed to target 
mRNAs for down regulation of protein expression.  

1.2.2 Short interfering RNAs and RNA interference 
The latest contribution in molecular biology to manipulate gene expression 
is the mechanism of RNA interference (RNAi). RNAi is a form of antiviral 
immune response mounted by many eukaryotes, including plants, nematodes 
and insects, on exposure to double stranded RNA, a key intermediate in the 
genome replication of many viruses. In addition to interferon responses of 
mammalian cells in the face of viral infection, RNAi is used by many other 
eukaryotes to encounter viruses through double stranded RNA-induced deg-
radation of viral RNAs. 

The breakthrough of the technology came in 1998, when Fire et al. found 
that sense RNA and asRNA together was significantly more efficient in si-
lencing genes as compared to using the antisense strand alone in Caenor-
habditis elegans (C.elegans) [56]. Since then, gene silencing by double 
stranded RNA and its mechanisms has been vigorously elucidated. Pioneer-
ing work from Zamore et al. identified the key effectors of RNAi, namely 
siRNAs, 21-23 double stranded nucleotides in length that target mRNA for 
degradation [57]. Hence, the first step of RNAi involves processing and 
cleavage of longer double stranded RNA into siRNAs, generally bearing a 2 
nt overhang on the 3´end of each strand. The enzyme responsible for this 
processing is an RNase III-like enzyme termed Dicer [58]. When formed, 
siRNAs are bound by a multiprotein component complex referred to as 
RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC) [59]. Within the RISC complex, 
siRNA strands are separated and the strand with the more stable 5´-end (usu-
ally the antisense strand) is typically integrated to the active RISC complex 
[60]. The antisense single stranded siRNA component then guides and aligns 
the RISC complex on the target mRNA and through the action of catalytic 
RISC protein, a member of the argonaute family (Ago), mRNA is cleaved 
[57,59]. The mechanism of RNAi is described in Figure 1.3. 
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The key characteristic of RNAi is the remarkable sequence specificity 
and, hence, it was rapidly appreciated as a tool to target gene expression. In 
2001, Elbashir and colleagues demonstrated, for the first time, the successful 
transfection of synthetic siRNAs into human cells that effectively inhibited 
gene expression in a sequence-specific manner [61]. Since then, RNAi tech-
nology has raised tremendous interest and advances in the field has ex-
panded the technology to include not only synthetic siRNAs but also plasmid 
vectors for endogenous expression of small hairpin RNA (shRNA) that con-
fers gene silencing [62].  

 

 
Figure 1.3. The mechanism of RNAi. Long double stranded RNAs are processed by 
the enzyme Dicer into siRNAs. These siRNAs are subsequently loaded into the Ago 
and RISC complex. The more stable antisense or guide strand recognizes target sites 
to direct mRNA cleavage, which is carried out by the catalytic domain of Ago. 

Bearing in mind the short history of RNAi technology it is highly impres-
sive to see what has been accomplished so far. siRNAs have provided not 
only an effective means of elucidating gene function but possibly more im-
portant, they hold promising therapeutic potential in various clinical settings. 
The initial report describing proof-of-concept of siRNAs as therapeutic 
agents came in 2003 when Song and colleagues demonstrated that by intra-
venously injecting siRNA targeting Fas, mice hepatocytes were protected 
from fulminant hepatitis induced by Fas antibody [63]. Since then, several 
experiments have demonstrated the clinical potential of siRNAs including 
protection from viral infection, sepsis [64], neurodegeneration, and tumor 
growth, reviewed in [65,66].  

1.2.3 Chemical modifications of oligonucleotides 
One of the major challenges for antisense and siRNA approaches, beside 
inadequate cellular uptake, is the meagre stability of unmodified RNA or 
DNA. Therefore, a myriad of chemically modified nucleotides has emerged 
with improved stabilities. In addition to the stability issue of ONs, chemical 
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modifications have also been introduced to improve specificity and affinity 
for target sequences. A selection of modified ONs is presented in Figure 1.4. 

The first generation of analogs is mainly represented by phosphorothioate 
(PS) ONs in which one of the non-bridging oxygens in the phosphodiester 
linkage is replaced by a sulfur. This modification dramatically improves the 
biological stability in human serum [67,68]. To date, nearly all clinical re-
sults on asONs have been obtained using these analogs. The major disadvan-
tage with PS ONs is their unspecific binding to plasma proteins, which might 
raise toxicity concerns [69]. Another shortcoming is their reduced affinity 
for target RNA, however, this weakness is, at least partially, compensated by 
enhanced specificity of hybridization. 

Since the introduction of PS ONs, several additional chemistries have 
been evaluated for their utility in antisense settings. The second generation 
of ONs is usually modified at the 2´ position of the ribose with alkyl moie-
ties such as methyl (i.e. 2´OMe RNA). These ONs are generally less toxic 
than the PS ONs and have slightly increased affinity towards complementary 
RNA [70]. These desirable properties are, unfortunately, counterbalanced by 
the fact that these ONs are unable to induce RNase H cleavage [71]. Omis-
sion of RNase H recruitment is, however, imperative for splice correction 
experiments, a concept that will be further described in next section.  

 
Figure 1.4. A selection of ON analogs that has been widely exploited in various 
ON-based approaches. 
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The third generation of ONs is more diverse, presenting modifications of 
the ribose moiety and/or the phosphodiester backbone. Analogs have been 
developed to have fully constrained ribose rings, where the most widely used 
member is locked nucleic acid (LNA) [72]. These monomers are generally 
incorporated into modified or unmodified ON sequences significantly in-
creasing their melting temperature [73].  

Morpholino ONs are non-ionic analogs in which the ribose is replaced by 
a morpholino moiety and instead of phosphodiester bonds, phosphoroami-
date intersubunit linkages are used [74]. Their target affinity is similar to that 
of the first and second generation ONs but their uncharged backbone allevi-
ates the unwanted interactions with nucleic acid-binding proteins. The suc-
cess and limitation of their usage is reviewed extensively in [75], however, 
one application that should be emphasized is in splice correction experi-
ments [76].  

Another uncharged ON analog that has gained increasing attention since 
the initial discovery in 1991, is peptide nucleic acid (PNA) [77]. In PNA, the 
deoxyribose phosphate backbone is replaced by N-(2-aminoethyl) glycine 
linkage with nucleobases attached through methylene carbonyl linkage to the 
glycine amino group. The thermal stability of PNA:DNA and PNA:RNA 
duplexes is higher compared to DNA:DNA and DNA:RNA duplexes [78]. 
The stronger binding is largely attributed to the lack of charge repulsion. 
Additionally, PNA has high mismatch discrimination, concomitantly en-
hancing the specificity. PNA have been widely used in classical antisense 
experiments [79], and in several splice correction experiments both in vitro 
and in vivo [80]. Thus, PNA represents a versatile tool to interfere with gene 
expression. 

1.3 Alternative splicing and splice correction 
Publication of the human genome project revealed that the number of genes 
is considerably lower than predicted from the known protein catalog. Post-
transcriptional modifications, including splicing are fundamental for generat-
ing mRNAs that can be translated into proteins. In contrary to constitutive 
splicing where the immature pre-mRNA transcript is always processed in the 
same manner, alternative splicing generate various mRNAs with different 
sequences, and subsequently, different protein isoforms with potentially 
different functions. Considering that an average gene encodes pre-mRNAs 
with eight different exons and that approximately 70% of all genes undergo 
alternative splicing, this is most probably the major source for protein diver-
sity generating the estimated 140 000 proteins present in human cells [81]. 
Several reviews have been published on this topic and, therefore, only a brief 
introduction will be presented in next section [82].  
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1.3.1 Mechanism of alternative splicing 
Pre-mRNA splicing is an essential, precisely regulated process that occurs in 
the nucleolus of cells. Splicing requires exon recognition, followed by accu-
rate cleavage and rejoining of exons, which is determined by invariant GT 
and AG intronic nucleotides at the 5´ and 3´ intron-exon junctions, respec-
tively. Beside these so-called splice sites other conserved sequences referred 
to as branch site and polypyrimidine tract, and less conserved consensus 
sequences flanking the splice sites that modulate splice site recognition, are 
needed for the splicing process. Components of the basal splicing machinery 
bind to splice site sequences and promote assembly of the multicomponent 
splicing complex known as the spliceosome that catalyzes the cut-and-paste 
reactions that remove introns and join exons [82]. The spliceosome consists 
of five small nuclear ribonucleoproteins (snRNPs) and more than 100 other 
proteins [83]. Different snRNPs have distinct functions and their interplay 
drives the intricate process of splicing.  

1.3.2 Aberrant splicing and diseases 
It has been estimated that 20-30% of all disease-causing mutations affects 
pre-mRNA splicing [84]. Several genetic disorders and other diseases, in-
cluding β-thalassemia, cystic fibrosis, muscular dystrophies, cancers, and 
several neurological disorders, are associated with alterations in alternative 
splicing, reviewed in [85,86]. The majority of mutations that disrupt splicing 
is single nucleotide substitutions within the intronic or exonic segments of 
the classical splice sites. These mutations result in either exon skipping, use 
of a nearby pseudo 3´- or 5´splice site, or retention of the mutated intron. 
Mutations can also introduce new splice sites within an exon or intron. 

 One of the first splicing mutations described was found in β-thalassemia 
patients, where mutations in intron 2 of β-globin pre-mRNA create an aber-
rant 5´splice site, concomitantly activating a cryptic 3´splice site. This in 
turn leads to an intron inclusion and non-functional protein [87]. Same type 
of mutations has been identified in the cystic fibrosis transmembrane con-
ductance regulator (CFTR) gene, resulting in aberrant splicing and develop-
ment of cystic fibrosis [88]. Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD), charac-
terized by progressive degenerative myopathy, and its milder allelic disorder, 
Becker muscular dystrophy (BMD), are both caused by mutations in the 
dystrophin gene [89]. Most nonsense mutations within this gene result in 
premature termination of protein synthesis and to the severe DMD, whereas 
a nonsense mutation within a regulatory sequence generates partial in-frame 
skipping of an exon and is associated with the milder BMD. These are only 
mere examples of diseases caused by alterations in alternative splicing. 
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1.3.3 Splice correction 
Several strategies have been developed for the treatment of splicing disor-
ders. Targeting protein isoforms using small molecule inhibitors is an attrac-
tive approach, exploiting the fact that that different protein isoforms have 
unique properties [85]. Other potential treatments are based on the knowl-
edge that splicing factors are differentially expressed, usually as a result of 
trans-acting mutations (i.e. mutations in splicing factors). One approach, 
studied in several inherited diseases, is overexpression of splicing factors, 
that can lead to increased levels of correctly spliced transcripts [90].  

A therapeutic platform that has gained increasing attention since the ini-
tial discovery in 1993 is the use of asONs (i.e. SCOs) to modulate splicing 
patterns by blocking binding of spliceosomes to pre-mRNA [91]. Hundreds 
of studies have implicated the clinical interest of this technology and, thus, a 
selection of targets that have great potential in clinical settings will be fur-
ther described. 

Mutant forms of the human β-globin transcript were among the first tar-
gets in which the splicing patterns were manipulated with SCOs. Recent 
work has focused on thalassemic mutations within intron 2, and by targeting 
aberrant splice sites with SCOs, splicing has been restored with concomitant 
production of β-globin, not only in vitro [92] but also ex vivo [93], and in 
vivo [80]. A schematic drawing of the principal of β-globin correction is 
presented in Figure 1.5. Similar SCOs have been devised as modulators of 
CFTR splicing [94]. Another example, that further envisages the enormous 
potential of targeting aberrant splice sites using SCOs, was recently pub-
lished by Du and colleagues, targeting the ataxia-telangiectasia mutated 
(ATM) gene [95]. Mutations within the ATM gene that generates novel ab-
errant splice sites bring about a malfunctioning protein that causes ataxia-
telangiectasia, a progressive neurodegenerative disorder characterized by 
cerebellar ataxia. By directing SCOs to these splice sites, correct protein 
production was restored. 

SCOs have also been applied to promote exon skipping. This has success-
fully been accomplished in several in vitro and in vivo models targeting mu-
tations in dystrophin pre-mRNA that cause DMD [96,97]. By introducing 
SCOs complementary to sites of mutation, the reading frame is restored by 
promoting exon skipping. This results in production of a semi-functional 
dystrophin protein, and hence, the less severe BMD phenotype is obtained. 
Exon skipping has also been reported using SCOs directed towards pre-
mRNA of the microtubule associated protein Tau [98], which alternative 
splicing is associated with frontotemporal dementia linked to chromosome 
17 (known as FTDP-17). 
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Figure 1.5. Splicing of the β-globin intron 2. Point mutations generate aberrant 
5´splice sites (5´ss) that subsequently activates a cryptic 3´splice site (3´ss). Conse-
quently, a part of the intron is included in the spliced mRNA (dashed line). Treat-
ment with SCOs can block these splice sites and concomitantly restore correct splic-
ing (solid line). 

Finally, same ONs have been utilized to modulate normal splicing from 
one protein isoform to another. Several tumors have altered splicing patterns 
with a predisposition of choosing splice sites generating oncogenic- or an-
tiapoptoic protein isoforms in surplus. An interesting example of cancer-
related alternative splicing is the apoptosis regulator Bcl-2 like 1 protein 
(Bcl-X). Alternative splicing generates two protein isoforms with antagonis-
tic functional properties: a long anti-apoptotic isoform (Bcl-XL) and short 
pro-apoptotic isoform (Bcl-XS). Several studies have shown that SCOs can 
potently shift splicing towards the latter isoform, thereby sensitizing cells for 
anticancer agents [99,100]. Thus, controlling splicing patterns with SCOs 
presents an additional therapeutic application in the treatment of cancer. 

1.4 Delivery vectors for ONs 
Most delivery vectors available to date have been formulated and optimized 
for the delivery of gene expressing plasmids. For example, several viral vec-
tors including adeno-, adeno associated-, retro-, and lenti-viral vectors have 
been developed and utilized in gene therapy with promising results. These 
vectors fulfill all criteria for efficient transport, including adsorption to the 
cell surface, uptake by the cell, endosomal release, nuclear translocation, and 
expression of the gene. Unfortunately, despite being very efficient, they po-
tentially suffer from several detrimental effects such as acute immune re-
sponses and viral recombination. Furthermore, limitations in DNA carrying 
capacity and issues related to the production of viral vectors present addi-
tional practical challenges. More important here, they are not compatible 
with the transient delivery of short ONs. Therefore, methods of nonviral 
gene delivery have been explored using various physical or chemical ap-
proaches, reviewed in [101]. By far the most frequently utilized strategy in 
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nonviral gene delivery is formulation of DNA into condensed particles using 
cationic lipids or cationic polymers. These formed particles are subsequently 
taken up by cells via endocytosis into vesicles, from which a small fraction 
of DNA is released into the cytoplasm.  

1.4.1 Cationic liposomes and polyplexes 
Cationic liposomes have been produced in an increasing rate since the initial 
discovery that the cationic liposome Lipofectin could efficiently bind to and 
convey DNA into cultured cells [102]. Small quasi-stable, nuclease protected 
particles are formed upon mixing of cationic liposomes and ONs (i.e lipo-
plexes), that allows cellular uptake and facilitate the release from endosomal 
structures [103]. Although cationic lipids have been successfully exploited in 
vitro, most of these vectors are not suited for in vivo use, as a result of their 
sensitivity for serum proteins [104]. Unfortunately, toxicity related to ON-
transfer by lipoplexes has also been reported [105]. In order to resolve the 
problems associated with toxicity in vivo, inert polymers such as polyethyl-
ene glycol (PEG) have been conjugated to liposomes, however, inclusion of 
such bulky group could alter the transfection efficiency [106].  

Synthetic and naturally occurring cationic polymers represent the other 
large group of carriers. These linear or branched polymers range from the 
first discovered poly-L-lysine to the most frequently used polyethyleneimine 
(PEI) [107,108]. They share the properties of condensing ONs into small 
particles (so-called polyplexes), facilitating cellular uptake via endocytosis, 
however, their efficiency and toxicity varies significantly. PEI has been the 
most widely used polymer and an assortment of variants exists, differing in 
branching degree and size [109]. A major drawback with using PEI as a 
transfection reagent is its non-biodegradable nature, which raises toxicity 
concerns.  

1.4.3 Other chemical transfection agents 
Although cationic liposomes, polycations, and modified versions thereof 
have been extensively utilized for the delivery of short ONs, and in particu-
lar siRNAs, other vectors have emerged. For example, cholesterol groups 
linked chemically to the 3´ hydroxyl group of the siRNA passenger strand 
have been used to facilitate cellular uptake through receptor-mediated endo-
cytosis in absence of any condensing agent [110]. Also, potent cell-specific 
systemic delivery vectors have been introduced which might alleviate some 
adverse side effects stemming from unwanted delivery to non-targeted cells. 
For example, RNA aptamers have been used to target siRNAs to prostate 
cancer cells in vivo, concomitantly reducing tumor growth by down regulat-
ing several survival genes [111]. Recently, another example of rational vec-
tor design was presented by Kumar et al. where a peptide was utilized to 
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enable transvascular transport of siRNA into the brain, protecting mice 
against fatal viral encephalitis [112]. The abovementioned vectors are a mere 
selection of all existing delivery vehicles, however, it is imperative to find 
more efficient and non-toxic vehicles for transportation of ONs.  

1.5 Cell-penetrating peptides 
CPPs have opened a new avenue in drug delivery, allowing the translocation 
of various cargo molecules inside cells. In contrary to most other delivery 
vehicles presented, CPPs are generally associated with low cytotoxicity and 
high delivery efficacy, thus being interesting candidates for clinical use, 
Figure 1.6. 

 

 
Figure 1.6. A schematic drawing of the relationship between safety and efficacy of 
various delivery systems. AAV, adeno-associated virus 

1.5.1 CPPs and their general properties 
The initial discovery of CPPs originated from observations that certain pro-
teins, or domains of proteins, could translocate across the plasma membrane. 
This was first described for the Tat transactivator of HIV-1 [113]. Further 
studies identified a positively charged sequence between amino acids 48 and 
60 that was sufficient for this membrane translocation [114]. Some years 
later, it was discovered that the 60 amino acid homeodomain of the anten-
napedia protein in Drosophila was also able to translocate over cellular 
membranes [115]. Subsequent studies revealed that the third α-helix, amino 
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acids 43 to 58, was necessary and also sufficient for internalization [1]. The 
resulting peptide was named pAntp and later renamed penetratin. Since then, 
several other homeoproteins have been shown to translocate into cells and 
regulate not only transcription but also translation [116]. For example, exo-
genously added HoxB4 homeoprotein mimics its physiological role by enter-
ing CD34-positive hematopoietic stem cells and stimulating cell division 
[117]. Similarly, treatment of cells with Engrailed-2 generates the same 
physiological response in axon guidance as endogenously expressed protein, 
envisaging the possible importance of intercellular shuttling of homeopro-
teins [118]. 

Table 1.1 Selection of CPPs and their sequencesa 

 
CPP Sequence Ref 
Protein derived 
Penetratin RQIKIWFQNRRMKWKKb [1] 
Tat (48-60) GRKKRRQRRRPPQ [114] 
pVEC LLIILRRRIRKQAHAHSK-NH2 [119] 
bPrPp MVKSKIGSWILVLFVAMWSDVGLCKKRPKP-NH2 [120] 
Chimeric/synthetic 
Transportan GWTLNSAGYLLGKINLKALAALAKKIL-NH2 [121] 
TP10 AGYLLGKINLKALAALAKKIL-NH2 [122] 
MAP KLALKLALKALKAALKLA-NH2 [123] 
Poly Arg (RRR)n

c [124] 
Pep-1 KETWWETWWTEWSQPKKKRKVd [125] 
MPG GALFLGWLGAAGSTMGAPKKKRKVd [126] 
a Peptides are C-terminal free acids unless stated otherwise. b Originally with a 
free acid C-terminally but later shown also to have CPP properties when ami-
dated. c n equals 2-4. d C-terminal cysteamide group. 

 
During the past few years several other, novel CPPs have been discovered 

and developed, some of which are presented in Table 1.1. These peptides are 
generally divided into three different groups depending on the origin of the 
peptide. The first group is protein-derived peptides, such as Tat and pene-
tratin, which could be referred to as protein transduction domains (PTDs). 
Another group is the chimeric peptides examplified by transportan [121] , its 
deletion analog TP10 [122], and MPG [126]. Synthetic peptides is the third 
group, where the polyarginine family [127] is the most well-studied member. 

Generally CPPs are polybasic and/or amphipathic, reaching from 5-40 
amino acids in length. Most studies suggest that the cell-penetrating proper-
ties originate from positively charged amino acids within the peptide se-
quence. Further studies have highlighted the importance of arginines over 
lysines in delivery of peptides [128,129] and, in particular, the guanidinium 
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group of arginine seems pivotal for efficient uptake [130,131]. However, this 
does not explain the effective uptake demonstrated for transportan and other 
CPPs lacking arginines in their sequences.  

While some of the essential physico-chemical properties of different 
CPPs are to be elucidated, they share some common features. For example, 
changing naturally occurring L-amino acids to D-amino acids in various 
peptide sequences does not alter the uptake efficiency [119,124]. No unam-
biguous definition of CPPs has been proposed, but experiments on D-amino 
acids indicate that CPPs are not dependent on a chiral receptor for internali-
zation. 

1.5.2 Uptake and cytotoxicity of CPPs 
CPPs have proven to be of real significance for the delivery of various mac-
romolecules; however, little attention has been given to the toxic side-effects 
they might exhibit. Although the toxicity is assessed to exclude artifactual 
results in most studies employing CPPs, these are often not presented and 
usually described as “data not shown”. Furthermore, those studies have not 
compared the relative efficacy and toxicity of different CPPs. To my knowl-
edge, only two papers have addressed the toxicity of CPPs thoroughly by 
comparing different CPPs in the same experimental setup. Both studies 
showed that amphipathic peptides such as transportan are more toxic at 
higher concentrations than polycationic CPPs such as penetratin and Tat 
[132,133]. In disagreement with studies in our group (unpublished data), 
Jones and colleagues also observed a higher uptake of rhodamine labeled Tat 
and penetratin peptides as compared to transportan. Interestingly, when con-
jugating a peptide to CPPs, transportan internalization was increased, ex-
ceeding that of Tat and penetratin, indicating that cellular uptake is cargo 
dependent [132]. However, also the toxicity of transportan was increased. 
Furthermore, it was observed that introducing a rhodamine moiety elevated 
the toxicity of peptides significantly. Similarly, Dupont et al. recently 
showed that carboxyfluoresceinyl modification significantly enhances the 
cytotoxicity of penetratin while a biotin moiety has no effect [134]. Collec-
tively, it seems as different peptides exhibit different toxicological properties 
and that the cargo molecule alters the uptake and toxicity of different CPPs.  

1.5.3 CPPs as delivery vectors 
The focus in this section will be on the delivery of peptides, proteins, and 
ONs as these are the most utilized cargoes for CPPs. For a review on appli-
cability of CPPs for delivery of plasmids and nanoparticles, see [135]. Figure 
1.7 presents an overview of the different applications of CPPs. 
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Figure 1.7. An overview on a selection of applications of CPPs. CPPs have either 
been covalently conjugated or non-covalently complexed with a; peptides, b; pro-
teins, c; asONs, d; siRNAs, or e; decoy ONs. 

1.5.3.1 Proteins and peptides as cargo 
Since the initial discovery that a Tat protein domain could convey β-
galactosidase into cells [136], several shorter Tat peptides and other CPPs 
have been extensively exploited as translocation tools for a myriad of pro-
teins involved in various processes. A selection of peptides and protein-
cargos are presented in Table 1.2, others are reviewed elsewhere [137-139].  

For cancer treatment, an interesting study was published where a CPP de-
rived from the fibroblast growth factor was conjugated to an anti-Akt single 
chain Fv antibody and administrated in vivo with subsequent reduction in 
tumor volume and neovascularization [140]. CPP-protein conjugates have 
also been widely used to protect from apoptosis in neurodegenerative condi-
tions and inflammation. By introducing the anti-apoptotic protein Bcl-XL in 
combination with Tat, mice were protected against ischemic brain injury and 
neuronal apoptosis in vivo [141]. Recently, in an excellent study published 
by Gong et al., intraperitonial injection of Tat conjugated to ubiquitin C-
terminal hydroxylase L1 (Uch-1) improved the retention of contextual learn-
ing in mice with Alzheimer´s disease [142]. Obviously, CPPs can be em-
ployed for protein transduction in different contexts, providing an alternative 
to gene therapy by alleviating some of the problems associated with that 
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technology. However, recombinant expression of proteins requires extensive 
cloning, which is a bottleneck with this technology. 

Table 1.2 Examples of CPP-mediated protein and peptide delivery 

 
CPP Protein/peptide Response/analysis Ref 
Proteins as cargo 
Tat Bcl-XL Neuroprotection [143] 
Penetratin Single chain Fv antibody Tumor targeting and retention  [144] 
Tat Apoptin Apoptosis in cancer [145] 
Tat Uch-1 Neuroprotection [142] 
Tat GDNF Protection against ischemia [146] 
Pep-1 GFP and β-galactosidase Uptake and expression of β-

galactosidase 
[125] 

Tat PNP Correction of PNP deficiency in 
mice 

[147] 

Peptides as cargo 
Tat Smac peptide Tumor sensitization [148] 
Penetratin Survivin derived shep-

herdin peptide 
Selective tumor growth inhibi-
tion 

[149] 

Arg9 p14ARF-derived peptide Proliferation arrest in tumor cells [150] 
Tat STAT6 peptide Reduced allergy [151] 
Penetratin p53 peptide Restoring p53 activity [152] 
Tat JIP-1 peptide Inhibition of JNK, decreased 

hyperglycemia 
[153] 

GDNF, glial cell line derived neurotrophic factor; JIP, JNK interacting protein; 
JNK, c-Jun N-terminal kinase; PNP, purine nucleoside phosphorylase 

 
Applying smaller peptides instead of full-length proteins could be advan-

tageous considering that the expression and purification of proteins is a labo-
rious process, while peptides can be synthesized on a routine basis. There-
fore, utilizing synthetic peptides derived from proteins offer an attractive 
means of mimicking proteins. The applications of CPP-peptide conjugates 
are reminiscent of that of CPP-protein conjugates, a selection of which is to 
be found in Table 1.2. An example of rational peptide design was presented 
by Fulda and colleagues, where an N-terminal peptide fragment derived 
from the pro-apoptotic protein second mitochondria-derived activator of 
caspases (Smac) was fused to Tat which induced apoptosis in an intracranial 
malignant glioma xenograft model [148]. More recently, several groups have 
used both Tat and penetratin to convey peptides derived from the tumor sup-
pressor p53, or peptides that modulate p53 activity, in an attempt to reduce 
tumor growth and induce apoptosis [152,154,155]. 
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Despite being highly efficient delivery vectors, the main drawback with 
the use of CPPs is the relative lack of cell type specificity. One study ad-
dressed this issue by incorporating a targeting ligand to a Tat-effector pep-
tide conjugate. By synthesizing an Erb2 peptide ligand in combination with 
Tat and an effector peptide derived from the transcription factor signal trans-
ducer and activator of transcription 3 (STAT3), accumulation in Erb2-
overexpressing xenografts was observed with subsequent reduction of tumor 
proliferation [156]. This strategy could prove to be extremely useful for the 
selective targeting of other tumors using other ligands. 

Finally, we recently reported on successful construction of a pro-
apoptotic peptide derived from the p14ARF protein with inherent cell-
penetrating properties [157]. This suggests that the future rational should be 
to design peptides that are bioactive and concurrently CPPs. Depending on 
the necessity of tissue targeting, a selective ligand could optionally be con-
jugated to the functionalized CPP.  

1.5.3.2 ONs as cargos for CPPs 
As mentioned earlier, ONs represent a versatile class of compounds used to 
modulate gene expression. Addressing their cellular uptake is of outmost 
importance in order to extend their use in clinical settings. CPPs have readily 
been conjugated to different ONs, usually via a disulfide bridge that when 
exposed to a reductive environment (i.e. the cytoplasm) is cleaved, thus re-
leasing the ON from CPP. The majority of published work has exploited 
CPPs for the delivery of asONs, however, an increasing number of studies 
have recently substantiated their utility in translocation of siRNAs, decoy 
ONs, and SCOs. A selection of CPPs and cargos are listed in Table 1.3. 

Since the initial discovery that the antennapedia protein could be effec-
tively utilized for the delivery of asONs targeting the amyloid precursor 
protein (APP) [158], a myriad of different mRNAs has been targeted with 
different ON-analogs conjugated to CPPs [159]. Successful delivery of 
asONs in vivo using CPPs was for the first time demonstrated with an 
asPNA complementary to human galanin receptor 1 (GalR1) mRNA coupled 
to transportan or penetratin that specifically down regulated these receptors 
in rat brains [79]. More recently, Morris et al explored a non-covalent deliv-
ery strategy between modified asPNA, targeting Cyclin B, and a Pep-3 pep-
tide for tumor targeting, resulting in inhibited tumor growth in vivo [160].  

Another ON-based strategy that has been used to manipulate gene regula-
tion is the decoy approach. This method is designed to alter the activity of 
TFs. Since TFs can recognize relatively short binding sequences, decoy ONs 
bearing consensus binding sites, can be utilized as means of sequestering 
TFs by competing with the genome for binding [161]. Although decoy ONs 
have been extensively used to modulate the activity of various TFs, and in 
particular that of NFκB [162], only three groups have reported on vectoriza-
tion of decoy ONs with CPPs [163-165]. Obviously, delivery of decoy ONs 
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using CPPs as vectors is only in its infancy and it would be very interesting 
to combine this strategy with an antisense or siRNA approach, especially for 
cancer treatment. 

Table 1.3 Examples of CPP-mediated ON delivery 

 
CPP Conjugation Cellular target Ref 
Decoy ONs as cargo 
MPG Co-incubation MED-1 [163] 
Transportan, TP10 Covalent via PNA-anchor NFκB [164] 
TP10 Co-incubation and covalent Myc [165] 
siRNAs as cargo 
MPG ΔNLS Co-incubation GAPDH [166] 
Arg9 Co-incubation EGFP [167] 
Penetratin Covalent Caspases and SOD1 [168] 
Tat Covalent Cdk9 [169] 
Transportan, Tat Covalent GFP and luciferase [170] 
Cdk, cyclin-dependent kinase; SOD1, superoxide dismutase 1 

 
Despite great progress in the field of siRNA, only a handful of papers 

have reported on CPP-facilitated siRNA-delivery. Again, the group of Gilles 
Divita was first to report on successful delivery of siRNA targeting glyceral-
derhyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) mRNA using a modified 
MPG peptide, termed MPGΔNLS, in where a lysine is replaced for serine 
thereby abrogating the functionality of the nuclear localization signal (NLS) 
sequence [166].  

Covalent conjugation of CPPs to siRNAs via disulfide bridge has also 
been reported [168,169,171]. Davidson and colleagues observed an intrigu-
ing effect that protein knock-down preceded any decrease in targeted mRNA 
after treatment of cells with penetratin conjugated to siRNA targeting cas-
pases, suggesting an early translational arrest prior RNAi [168]. In addition 
to applications of CPPs per se to convey siRNAs into cells, CPPs have been 
conjugated to other transfection agents in order to improve the cellular deliv-
ery of different siRNAs [172,173]. However, we are still waiting for reports 
on successful in vivo delivery, where CPPs should prove to be of real sig-
nificance due to limited toxicity. 

1.6 Uptake mechanisms of CPPs 
Even though it is indisputable that CPPs are highly efficient delivery vectors, 
the mechanism underlying their cellular uptake is a matter of great contro-
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versy. Next section aims at explaining the progress made, and possible pit-
falls associated with the investigations of CPP uptake mechanisms. 

1.6.1 Toolbox to address the internalization route of CPPs 
Most tools used to address CPP uptake derives from the field of virology 
where they have been frequently exploited to assess different entry routes of 
viruses. The most widely used strategy as means of assessing endocytosis 
involvement has been to pre-incubate and treat cells with fluorophore la-
beled CPP or cargo at 4 °C [174]. Treatment of cells with endocytosis inhibi-
tors preceding peptide exposure has also been greatly exploited in an attempt 
to precisely demarcate the endocytic pathway involved. The main setback 
with the use of endocytosis inhibitors is that the specificity of many inhibi-
tors has been questioned [175]. However, the combined use of different in-
hibitors should entail more accurate results. 

Another approach that has been extensively applied makes use of tracer 
molecules to determine the endocytic routes that CPPs are utilizing. By us-
ing different labeled pathway specific markers in combination with labeled 
CPP, the degree of co-localization provides a measurement of the relative 
contribution of each endocytic pathway. Unfortunately, as with the inhibi-
tors, some tracer molecules are not exclusively internalized through one 
pathway but can occasionally use several pathways.  

Genetic approaches have recently recieved increasing attention owing to 
its higher specificity. The rational is that cells are transfected with plasmid 
expressing either a dominant negative form of a protein or a constitutively 
active protein. Most common variant is a dominant-negative mutant form of 
dynamin, to distinguish macropinocytosis from other pinocytic routes [176]. 
In addition to transient overexpression of proteins, genetic knock-outs have 
been created, such as caveolin-1 knock-out cells [23]. Obviously, genetic 
approaches provide a versatile and highly specific tool, although possible 
redundant mechanisms to compensate for loss-of-function should not be 
excluded. A selection of the different tools used to address different uptake 
pathways of CPPs is summarized in Table 1.4. Description of the tools is to 
be found in any of the following references [175-178].  

Finally, various model membrane systems have been utilized to elucidate 
the interactions of CPPs with membranes. Although these in vitro models 
might provide useful information regarding peptide-lipid interactions and 
structural requirements for CPPs, lack of cellular components such as pro-
teoglycans (PGs) makes results difficult to directly translate into cellular 
systems. However, I believe that by combining data from biophysical in 
vitro models with the abovementioned methods will increase the understand-
ing of how CPPs can transverse cellular membranes.  
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Table 1.4 Selection of tools to address internalization mechanisms of CPPsa 

 
Pathway Endocytosis  

inhibitor 
Marker Genetic approach 

CME Chlorpromazine Transferrin dom.neg. Dynamin 
 Sucrose  dom. neg  Eps15 
 Wortmannin   
Caveolae MβCD CTB Caveolin 1 -/-

 Nystatin  dom.neg Dynamin 
Cytochalasin HMw Dextran  
Wortmannin   
Nystatin   

Macropi-
nocytosis 

Amiloride   
a Experiments performed at 4 °C or after energy depletion inhibits all endocytosis. 
Treatment with chloroquine affects all pathways. Other general markers for endo-
cytosis include FM4-64 and early endosomal marker-1 (EEA-1). Mechanism of 
inhibitors: chlorpromazine, disrupts assembly of AP2 and clathrin; sucrose, pro-
hibits formation of CCVs; wortmannin, PI3K inhibitor; MβCD, depletes choles-
terol; nystatin, sequesters cholesterol; cytochalasin, inhibits F-actin elongation; 
amiloride, blocks Na+/H+ exchange system. HMw, high molecular weight. 

 

1.6.2 Uptake from a historical standpoint 
Most methods to study the internalization of CPPs make use of fluorophore 
labeled peptides and visualize uptake by fluorescence microscopy or quanti-
tatively using fluorescence-activated cell sorter (FACS) analysis or 
fluorospectrometry. To prepare the samples for microscopy observations, 
cells were originally fixed by methanol or paraformaldehyde in order to 
“freeze” the cellular environment. Extensive efforts were made to elucidate 
the mechanism of CPP uptake. Several studies addressed this by inhibiting 
endocytosis by depletion of the ATP-pool and incubation of cells at 4 °C 
[174]. Since the uptake was unaffected, it was proposed that a direct penetra-
tion of the plasma membrane was more likely than an endocytotic pathway 
[1,114]. However, direct penetration across the membrane does not explain 
cargo delivery of large complexes and is difficult to reconcile with the low 
cytotoxicity associated with most CPPs. 

A proposed non-endocytotic internalization mechanism is the inverted 
micelle-mediated model, suggested for uptake of penetratin [179]. In this 
model, cationic residues of peptides interact with negatively charged phos-
pholipids in the plasma membrane and subsequent interaction of tryptophans 
in the peptide with the hydrophobic membrane is thought to induce an in-
vagination in the plasma membrane. The concomitant reorganization of 
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neighboring lipids results in formation of an inverted micelle, followed by 
release of peptide and cargo upon micelle disruption. This model is sup-
ported by results that highlights the importance of the two tryptophans in the 
sequence for membrane translocation [1,180-182]. Although the inverted 
micelle model might explain the translocation of some amphipathic peptides, 
others like Tat and polyarginines, lacking hydrophobic amino acids are most 
likely taken up through other mechanisms. 

It was commonly accepted that internalization did not involve endocyto-
sis, until publications from separate groups revealed that conclusions drawn 
from results on fixed cells and FACS analysis could be based on artificial 
uptake of peptides [183,184]. They proposed that the fixation step leads to 
redistribution of CPPs to the nucleus and that earlier results illustrating cellu-
lar localization of CPPs might be misleading. Also, most CPPs bind strongly 
to negatively charged plasma membranes and therefore repeated washing 
steps do not preclude all extracellulary bound peptides. Same authors sug-
gested that addition of trypsin abolishes this problem [183]. It should how-
ever be mentioned that fixation does not necessarily generate artifacts, as 
reported in [185,186]. 

1.6.3 Current view on CPP translocation mechanisms 
Since the discovery that fixation of cells could generate artifactual results the 
common view of a non-endocytic uptake mechanism has been questioned. 
Instead, an increasing number of studies are now emphasizing the role of 
endocytosis in uptake of CPPs [181,183,187-189].  

For most CPPs tested to date, PGs seem pivotal for the initial interaction 
with cells. Cells lacking glycosaminoglycans (GAGs), and in particular 
heparan sulfate (HS), which constitute parts of PGs, display a remarkable 
decrease in peptide uptake [186,188,190,191]. The fact that PGs act as ac-
cessory proteins in endocytosis, thoroughly reviewed in [192], provide a 
plausible explanation for the similar uptake of L- and D-isomeric peptides 
and the cell dependent uptake occasionally observed [193]. Different ex-
tracellular compositions could also explain the reported differential uptake of 
Tat in different cell lines [194]. Albeit the common consensus that PGs are 
necessary preceding cellular uptake, the exact mechanism of uptake is still 
contentious. Most studies confirm endocytic involvement in cellular uptake, 
however, there are conflicting reports concerning the exact endocytic route. 
A selection of studies follows, and a list of suggested internalization mecha-
nisms for CPPs is to be found in Table 1.5. 

Fittipaldi and colleagues showed that Tat-fusion proteins were taken up 
more slowly than transferrin and co-localized with CTB and caveolin-1, 
suggesting a caveolae-mediated uptake [195,196]. Another group used an 
assay where the uptake of a Tat-Cre recombinase complex was assessed by 
expression of enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP). Nuclear Tat-Cre 
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mediated recombination of a loxP-STOP-loxP site was needed for EGFP 
expression [176]. In conjunction with the former study, Tat-Cre was shown 
to be dependent of lipid-rafts, since uptake was inhibited by nystatin. How-
ever, translocation was here reported to be a quick process and independent 
of dynamin, pointing at macropinocytosis as the most probable uptake 
mechanism. Same group later confirmed involvement of macropinocytosis 
also in uptake of the Tat peptide per se, as peptide uptake was diminished 
after treatment with amiloride or cytochalasin D [197]. These results are in 
agreement with results on polyarginine peptides whose uptake has been re-
ported to rely on macropinocytosis and actin rearrangement [189,191]. The 
uptake of free Tat peptide, has by others been ascribed CME [198] con-
cluded from experiments with chlorpromazine, which is in concurrence with 
the suggested translocation mechanism of the full-length Tat protein [178]. 
The latter study represents the “state of the art” mechanistic investigation 
regarding endocytosis, utilizing most of the aforementioned tools to address 
the uptake mechanism.  

Partial uptake via CME has also been reported for transportan and TP10 
conjugated to avidin in combination with macropinocytosis [185,199]. Same 
was recently reported for Tat conjugated to avidin [200]. Thus it seems as 
the same peptide might exploit different entry routes simultaneously. It 
should be emphasized that a great number of other papers has demonstrated 
the importance of endocytosis in CPP uptake, however, the exact mecha-
nisms have not been delineated. 

Is it now established that endocytosis is the common mechanism for all 
CPPs? There are still examples in literature where CPPs are taken up via a 
non-endocytotic pathway in live cells. For example, Thorén and colleagues 
showed that whereas the uptake of penetratin and Tat was inhibited at 4 °C, 
the heptaarginine analog, R7W, had an even distribution inside cells and 
uptake was not decreased at 4 °C or after ATP depletion [129]. Also, other 
groups have proposed that cellular internalization of penetratin peptides 
mainly occurs via an endocytosis-independent mechanism [134,182]. The 
possible mechanism underlying non-endocytic internalization of penetratin 
was recently investigated using various biophysical methods. According to 
that study, peptides induce membrane invaginations, creating tubular struc-
tures similar to endosomes that presents a novel, potential pathway of entry 
[201].  

The amphipathic peptides Pep-1 and MPG have readily been reported to 
exploit non-endocytic pathways for cellular entry without subsequent forma-
tion of pore structures [166,202]. Recently, the initial step in MPG transloca-
tion was unraveled [203]. In agreement with the study by Nakase et al. 
[191], initial interaction with HS is a prerequisite for further internalization. 
Following HS binding, the Rho GTPase Rac1 is activated, subsequently 
promoting F-actin elongation and lamellopodia formation. Authors hypothe-
size that binding of HS induces GAG-clustering that generates actin network 
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remodeling which favors macropinocytosis or increase membrane fluidity to 
improve non-endosomal uptake. Hence, different CPPs could, according to 
this model, either use an endocytic entry mechanism or directly transverse 
the membrane. However, in disagreement with the suggested non-
endosomial uptake of MPG, it was recently shown that siRNA effects medi-
ated by MPG-delivery were completely abolished when conducting experi-
ments at 4 °C or after pre-treating cells with endocytosis inhibitors [204]. 

 

Table 1.5 Defined uptake mechanisms for a selection of CPPs 

 
Mechanism CPP-cargo Experimental proof Ref 

Fl-Tat/R10-
peptidea

Lack of effect with nystatin, 
inhibition with sucrose. 

[205] 

Fl-Tata No inhibition with nystatin, inhi-
bition with chlorpromazine. 

[198] 

CME 

Fl-Tat Co-localization with transferrin. [206] 
Tat-EGFP Slow kinetics, co-localization 

with CTB and caveolin-1, inhibi-
tion by MβCD. 

[195] Caveolaeb

Tat-phage Inihibition by nystatin. [207] 
Fl-penetratina Inhibition with wortmannin, co-

localization with dextran. 
[190] 

Tat-Cre recombi-
nasea

Reduced recombination with 
nystatin and cytochalasin, no 
effect of dom.neg dynamin. 

[176] 

Macropinocy-
tosisb

Fl-Tat/Arg8
a Inhibition with amiloride and 

cytochalasin. Actin reorganiza-
tion. 

[189,191] 

Direct trans-
location 

MPG-plasmid No effect of inhibitors on gene 
expression. 

[166] 

Fl-Tat Fast process, uptake blocked by 
isotonic buffer solution. 

[208] 
 

Fl/biotin-
penetratin 

Uptake at 4°C. [134,182] 

The results are only based on experiments in live cells. a These studies addition-
ally highlight the importance of GAGs for cellular internalization. b Several stud-
ies suggest involvement of lipid-rafts in endocytosis but the exact pathway has not 
been determined. 

 
Finally, transmembrane potential driven translocation of CPPs has been 

reported [131,180,209]. Similar to endocytosis, membrane potential driven 
transport is inhibited at 4 °C. The best evidence for involvement of ion-
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gradient driven internalization derives from the fact that depolarization of 
cells decreases cellular uptake of CPPs while hyperpolarization significantly 
improves translocation [131]. However, this mechanism is difficult to recon-
cile with the vesicular distribution of peptides generally observed by micros-
copy.  

1.6.4 Explanations for divergent results 
Delineating the uptake mechanism of CPPs is not only important for future 
development of novel, more efficient peptides, but also a prerequisite to be 
utilized in clinical settings. Therefore, a great number of studies have been 
conducted aiming at resolving the internalization route of CPPs. The differ-
ences in results between studies emanate from discrepancies in protocols that 
have been employed. Differences in following factors and experimental con-
ditions could partly explain these conflicting results: CPPs, concentration of 
peptides, incubation times and volumes, cells, cargo, cargo coupling, fluoro-
phore, read-out assay, toxicity, and degradation.  

It is seemingly logic to assume that different CPPs utilize different uptake 
pathways depending on their charge and structure, and that if cargos are 
fused to the peptides, the uptake mechanism might change. For example, 
studies from Silhol and colleagues indicate that Tat peptide utilizes different 
translocation mechanisms depending on whether a cargo is coupled or not 
[210]. Similarly, it was recently shown that internalization of Tat conjugated 
to a small peptide was membrane potential driven, while uptake of larger 
cargos was endocytosis-dependent [208]. Additionally, peptide concentra-
tion has a strong impact on the uptake mechanism. Two independent groups 
suggest that uptake of arginine-rich peptides occurs via endocytosis, how-
ever, when exceeding a particular concentration threshold, direct transloca-
tion across the membrane is favored [211,212].  

Although fluorescence-based methods provide useful information regard-
ing the localization of peptides, there are several concerns hampering their 
utility. First, different fluorophores can affect the intracellular distribution of 
peptides differently [213]. Secondly, as it has been reported that CPPs are 
rapidly degraded, it is likely that a fraction of fluorescence observed is not 
correlating with the localization of the peptide [214,215]. Thirdly, the fluor-
pohore might affect cellular uptake and cytotoxicity of the peptide 
[132,134].  Hence, it appears that fluorophore moiety alters the characteristic 
of the peptide, making conclusions increasingly difficult concerning the de-
livery efficacy. Fourth, and most important, uptake observed with fluoro-
phore labeled peptides or cargo molecules do not inevitably correlate with 
the bioavailability of the delivered cargo [216]. Therefore, it is imperative to 
complement fluorescence-based methods with functional assays such as the 
Cre-recombination assay [176] or splice correction assay [217], described in 
next section.  
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1.7 CPPs as vectors for splice correcting ONs  
The concept of manipulating splicing patterns, using SCOs, has received 
growing attention within pharmaceutical companies as a result of the broad 
spectra of diseases that are primarily caused by altered alternative splicing. 
The group of Ryszard Kole, that pioneered the field, has mainly utilized 
2´O-methoxyethyl phosphorothioates or PNA as SCO agents [218]. By add-
ing a stretch of four lysines to SCOs, significant splice correction was ob-
served body-wide in mice, while unmodified SCOs were unable to promote 
splice correction [80]. In this model, the expressed gene encoding EGFP is 
interrupted by a mutated intron derived from the previously described β-
globin gene and thus prevents expression of functional EGFP. If the splice 
site is masked by SCOs, the splicing pattern is changed, subsequently gener-
ating functional EGFP. Same system has previously been developed by the 
same group, instead using the luciferase enzyme as read-out in stably trans-
fected HeLa cells (i.e. HeLa pLuc 705 cells) [217]. The latter cell-system has 
been extensively used as means of evaluating the delivery efficacy of various 
vectors. 

Table 1.6 Examples of CPP-assisted delivery of SCOs 

 
CPP ON type Pre-mRNA target Ref 
Tat, penetratin 2´OMe RNA Luciferase [219] 
Tat Morpholino Luciferase [220] 
MAP PNA Luciferase [221] 
Tat, penetrain, (RXR) Morpholino CD45, IL-2R [222] 4

(RXR) Morpholino Dystrophin [223] 4

R6-penetratin Morpholino Luciferase [224] 
Tat PNA Luciferase [225] 

 
Several groups have in last years explored the possibility of using CPPs 

as vectors for SCOs [221,224,226-230], Table 1.6. Early studies have mostly 
applied well-characterized CPPs such as Tat and penetratin [219,220] to 
induce splice correction. However, recent studies have suggested that am-
phipathic peptides such as transportan are far more effective, especially 
when conjugated to PNA via a disulfide link [226,231]. Albeit a number of 
endogenous proteins including dystrophin [97,223], CD45, and the inter-
leukin-2 (IL-2) receptor [222], have been targeted with SCOs using CPPs, 
most studies have been conducted in the HeLa pLuc 705 cell line. Using this 
cell line has facilitated the development of novel, more effective CPPs. 
Nonaarginine extended with two phenylalanines (R F9 2) or octaarginine inter-
rupted by 6-amino hexanoic acid (RXR)4, and a six-arginine extended pene-
tratin peptide (R -penetratin) are the last contributors to the CPP-field, in 6
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terms of vectors for SCOs [224,228,229]. In contrast to fluorescence-based 
methods used to determine the uptake of CPPs, this system relies on a spe-
cific interaction within the nucleolus of cells, generating a biological re-
sponse. The importance of using a functional assay was recently reported by 
Marshall et al. In that study, authors monitored a massive uptake of a his-
tidine enriched CPP by flow cytometry but were unable to detect any altera-
tions in the splicing pattern, suggesting again that uptake does not inevitably 
correlate with the bioavailability of SCO [222]. 

Finally, from experiments in HeLa pLuc 705 cells, it has become increas-
ingly evident that endocytosis is involved in the trafficking of CPPs across 
cellular membranes. The main evidence for endocytic uptake comes from 
experiments in which lysosomotrophic agents have been employed. Co-
treatment of cells with chloroquine, a weak base that prohibits maturation of 
endosomes, and CPP-SCO conjugates, has in several studies been shown to 
improve splice correction several-fold as compared to treatment with conju-
gates only [221,228,232]. This implies that the future rational for CPP de-
sign should be to develop peptides with enhanced abilities to promote en-
dosomal escape. 
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2. Aims of the study 

The main objectives in this thesis have been to evaluate the potency of exist-
ing and newly designed CPPs to convey different ONs over cellular mem-
branes, how different cargos influence the toxicity of CPPs, and to what 
extent endocytic pathways are involved in CPP internalization. The main 
goals are presented below. 

 
 

• Paper I: Characterize how different cargo molecules influence the cyto-
toxicity and uptake levels of CPPs.  

 
• Paper II: Compare the abilities of different CPPs to transport splice cor-

recting PNA into cells and investigate the role of endocytosis in cellular 
uptake. Also, to evaluate to what extent standard uptake assays correlate 
with the delivery of a bioactive cargo (i.e. SCO). 

 
• Paper III: Investigate the delivery properties of a novel CPP, M918, for 

proteins and splice correcting PNAs. Determine the exact uptake mecha-
nism using different methods. 

 
• Paper IV: Describe a protocol that allows for convenient assessment of 

CPP uptake and internalization routes based on the splice correction as-
say. 

 
• Paper V: Evaluate the potency of different CPPs to transport bioactive 

siRNAs inside cells as non-covalent complexes. Study the importance of 
endosomolysis using a newly designed CPP, EB1, to achieve significant 
gene silencing. 
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3. Methodological considerations 

Materials and methods used in the thesis are described in each paper, there-
fore, this section will focus on the practical and theoretical challenges of 
choosing methods and only briefly explain the protocols. 

3.1 Choice and design of peptides 
Several different peptides have in this thesis been evaluated for cell-
penetrating properties, some of which are well-established CPPs such as 
penetratin, Tat, and transportan while others are newly designed (Table 3.1). 

In paper I, TP10, Tat, and penetratin were used for characterizing their 
cytotoxic properties and delivery efficacy when conjugated to different car-
gos including carboxyfluorescein, double stranded DNA, and proteins, in 
order to gain a comprehensive picture.  

In paper II, Tat, penetratin, and transportan were employed for the deliv-
ery of splice correcting asPNA. Even though these peptides have been 
widely exploited in cargo delivery, only one functional assay has been used 
to delineate the uptake mechanism of CPPs [176]. Therefore, the aim here 
was to address the “true” delivery efficacy of CPPs and investigate the con-
tribution of endocytosis in internalization of these peptides. 

The peptide, M918, used in paper III is derived from the tumor suppressor 
protein p14ARF, amino acids 1-22 with positions 3-8 inverted. M918 was 
developed as a control peptide in a study where the parent peptide was util-
ized to mimic the activity of the p14ARF protein [157]. Serendipitously, 
M918 displayed excellent cell-penetrating properties and was therefore fur-
ther evaluated regarding its delivery properties and compared with penetratin 
and TP10.  

In paper IV, several different CPPs were used for the delivery of splice 
correcting ONs and their relative efficacy was compared. 

In paper V, several different CPPs were used and evaluated as vectors for 
siRNA. Besides TP10 and penetratin, MPG ΔNLS, which was previously re-
ported effective for delivery of siRNAs [166], and bPrPp that was earlier 
demonstrated to promote endosomal escape in a plasma membrane mimick-
ing system [233], was included. Since entrapment in endosomes appears to 
be one of the major limitations with CPPs, a novel histidine analog of pene-
tratin, EB1, was designed based on the viral hemagglutinin (HA2)-peptide 
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that upon protonation in endosomes change conformation and penetrate the 
endosomal membrane [234,235]. By replacing certain amino acids with his-
tidines, the rational was that upon protonation, EB1 would adopt an α-helical 
structure with the ability to penetrate the endosomal membrane. The peptide 
was also N-terminally extended to obtain the length required to span the 
membrane and promote endosomolysis.  

Table 3.1 CPPs used in the thesisa 

 
CPP Sequence Ref 
Protein derived 
Penetratin RQIKIWFQNRRMKWKK [1] 
HA2penetratin GLFGAIAGFIENGWEG-

MIDGRQIKIWFQNRRMKWKK 
[231] 

YGRKKRRQRRR Tat (47-57) [114] 
M918 MVTVLFRRLRIRRACGPPRVRVb [236] 
bPrPp MVKSKIGSWILVLFVAMWSDVGLCKKRPKP [120] 
Chimeric/synthetic 
Transportan GWTLNSAGYLLGKINLKALAALAKKIL [121] 
TP10 AGYLLGKINLKALAALAKKIL [122] 
EB1 LIRLWSHLIHIWFQNRRLKWKKK [216] 
MPG ΔNLS GALFLGWLGAAGSTMGAPKSKRKV [166] 
a All peptides were C-terminally amidated except MPG ΔNLS that was synthesized 
as a C-terminal cysteamide. Peptides, except transportan and TP10, were conju-
gated N-terminally with cargos and extended with one Cysteine when conjugated 
to PNA. Cargos were coupled to Lysine7 or Lysine13 in TP10 and transportan, 
respectively. b When conjugated to PNA, Cysteine was replaced for Serine. 

3.2 Solid phase peptide synthesis (papers I-V) 
All peptides and PNAs were synthesized by solid phase peptide synthesis 
(SPPS), a strategy introduced by Bruce Merrifield in 1963 [237]. The princi-
ple of SPPS is that the peptide is built on an insoluble support, a resin, which 
is stable to the chemical reactions carried out during the synthesis. Pre-
activated amino acids or PNA monomers with tert-butyloxycarbonyl (t-Boc) 
protected Nα–amino groups are assembled in a stepwise manner on the resin. 
After each coupling, the resin is washed and the t-Boc group removed using 
trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) followed by an additional washing step. This cy-
cle is repeated until the last amino acid has been coupled. The major advan-
tage with SPPS over classical peptide synthesis performed in solution is the 
process being fast. 
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3.2.1 Synthesis of peptides and PNAs  
Both peptides and PNAs were assembled by t-Boc chemistry using a 4-
methylbenzhydrylamine-polysterene (MBHA) resin to generate amidated C-
terminus. The loading of resin used for peptide synthesis was 1.16 mmol/g 
while the loading for PNA synthesis was significantly lower (0.1 mmol/g) 
owing to the bulky nature of PNA monomers. Amino acids were coupled as 
hydroxybenzotriazole (HOBt) esters while PNA monomers were coupled 
with 2-(7-Aza-1H-benzotriazole-1-yl)-1,1,3,3-tetramethyluronium 
hexafluorophosphate (HATU).  

After completing the synthesis, peptides and PNAs were cleaved from the 
resin using anhydrous hydrogen fluoride. To avoid side-reactions of carboca-
tions formed during cleavage, p-cresol, and if the peptide or PNA contained 
sulfur, p-thiocresol, was added to the cleavage mixture to act as scavengers. 
Following cleavage, peptides and PNAs were filtrated to remove the resin 
and then freeze dried. Crude products were finally purified using preparative 
reversed-phase high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) and ana-
lyzed using matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization-time of flight 
(MALDI –TOF) Mass Spectrometer. 

3.3 Cargo coupling to CPPs 
In general, two main strategies have been employed to connect CPPs to dif-
ferent cargos: non-covalent complex formation, where the cargo is simply 
co-incubated with the CPP, or covalent coupling, where the cargo and CPP 
are conjugated via a covalent bond. The advantage of using the first strategy 
is the simplicity; as only mixing of CPP and cargo is required, followed by 
addition of the mixture to cells and, thus, cumbersome chemical conjugation 
is not required. Additionally, these complexes are highly stable to serum 
degradation, an attractive feature if to be used in vivo. This strategy suppos-
edly relies on electrostatic-, and possibly, hydrophobic interactions to form a 
non-covalent complex. The main drawbacks with using this method are the 
incompatibility with uncharged cargo molecules and undefined complex 
sizes.  

The advantage of using a covalent conjugation strategy is that there is a 
defined molecule, which is desirable in therapeutic applications. Also, the 
amount of peptide needed in this setting is less as compared to the complex 
formation strategy, which could be advantageous as some CPPs display tox-
icity at higher concentrations. The disadvantage of the method is that it is 
more expensive, as an activated peptide is needed, and conjugates could, at 
least partially, be lost during the purification process.  
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3.3.1 Conjugation of CPPs to PNA (papers II-IV) 
Various different methods have been developed to connect peptides to PNA 
including continuous synthesis with regular peptide bonds, maleimide cou-
pling, and ester or disulfide linkage [226]. The latter strategy has been ex-
ploited throughout this thesis. In principal, CPPs were synthesized to contain 
a cysteine with a 3-nitro-2-pyridinesulfenyl (Npys) group. This Npys group 
improves the kinetics in forming disulfide bonds with cysteine containing 
PNA. Peptides were mixed with PNA in 20% acetonitrile/water containing 
0.1% TFA and stirred over night. Conjugates were eventually purified by 
semi preparative HPLC and identified by MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry. 

3.3.2 Vectorization of double stranded DNA, siRNA, and splice-
correcting 2´OMe RNA (papers I, IV, and V) 
The anionic nature of most ONs complicates the conjugation to cationic 
CPPs via a disulfide bridge as a result of extensive aggregation between the 
two compounds. To date, only few studies have utilized disulfide linked 
CPP-siRNA conjugates and only one study have reported successful conju-
gation of CPPs to splice-correcting 2´OMe RNA [168-170,219]. Addition-
ally, in most reports, description of essential experimental procedures is 
missing such as purification and identification of correct products. Thus, it is 
extremely difficult to reconcile whether the observed effects in those studies 
are bona fide effects of peptide-ON conjugates or simply effects mediated by 
non-covalent complexes. Also, from own experience, most frequent prob-
lems encountered have been low synthesis yields and massive aggregation, 
making the purification very cumbersome (unpublished data).  

Due to the abovementioned obstacles, we decided to employ the co-
incubation strategy, previously reported effective for delivery of different 
ON-types using the MPG peptide [238-240]. In paper V, non-covalent com-
plexes were identified using a gel-retardation assay on polyacrylamide gel. 
This method allows fast screening to identify the molar ratio needed for 
complete complex formation. However, the method is not absolutely accu-
rate in revealing the exact number of peptides needed to obtain full complex 
formation. Therefore, an ethidium bromide (EtBr) exclusion assay was per-
formed essentially as described in [241].  

3.3.3 Construction of cell-penetrating protein complexes 
(papers I and III) 
Another class of molecules that suffer from low bioavailability arising from 
limited cellular uptake is proteins and contrary to ONs, few vectors are 
available for protein transduction. CPPs have in the vast majority of protein 
transduction studies been recombinantly expressed as fusion proteins which 
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is highly desirable in clinical settings where a defined molecular size is 
compulsory. However, obtaining fusion constructs require laborious cloning 
procedures, making the method time consuming. Instead, Morris et al. intro-
duced the co-incubation strategy also for proteins with great success [125].  

In this thesis, fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-labeled avidin (AV) and 
streptavidin (SA) were chosen as model proteins for transduction experi-
ments as they have been widely utilized to assess CPP-mediated protein 
delivery. Although sharing the property of binding biotin avidly, they have 
significantly dissimilar isoelectic points (pI). To address the delivery effi-
cacy of CPPs, peptides were either complexed non-covalently or biotinylated 
peptides were incubated with the abovementioned proteins to generate four 
nearly irreversible bonds. Using these two proteins it is possible to, not only, 
compare the two vectorization strategies but also to analyze the impact of pI 
of proteins. 

3.5 Cell cultures  
Several different cell lines have been used in the thesis. They have been cho-
sen based on the diverse characteristics that different cell lines exhibit such 
as differential protein expression levels and proliferation degree. Also, cells 
that have been widely used in the field of CPPs were chosen when evaluat-
ing new peptides in order to facilitate comparisons with previously published 
data.  

3.5.1 Breast cancer cells (paper III) 
Human breast cancer cells, MCF-7, is a cell line derived from a pleural effu-
sion of a human breast adenocarcinoma [242]. These cells have been exten-
sively exploited in order to understand the molecular mechanisms underlying 
the progression of breast tumors and a myriad of anticancer treatment strate-
gies has been evaluated using these cells. MCF-7 cells were utilized as one 
of the cell lines since M918 was included as control peptide to the parent 
pro-apoptotic peptide described in section 3.1 that was used to induce apop-
tosis [157].  

3.5.2 HeLa cells (papers I-V) 
HeLa cells are an immortalized cell line derived from cervical cancer cells 
taken from Henrietta Lacks after her death in 1951. Since then, this has been 
the most widely used cell line within various research areas and, in particu-
lar, in the field of cancer. The main beneficial characteristics with these cells 
are that they grow rapidly and are very robust. Since HeLa cells are easily 
transfected with plasmids and most early studies on siRNA were performed 
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using this cell line, they were selected as model cells in paper V. Further-
more, same cells were used in paper I and III given that most studies investi-
gating the internalization mechanism and cytotoxicity of CPPs have been 
conducted in HeLa cells.  

 
Figure 3.1. Pre-mRNA of the modified luciferase gene. The β-globin intron 2 (from 
Figure 1.5) carrying a point mutation at nucleotide 705 is inserted. Blockage of this 
site redirects splicing towards the functional mRNA. 

In paper II-IV, a stably transfected HeLa cell line, HeLa pLuc 705 cells, 
was used. Here, a plasmid carrying the luciferase coding sequence inter-
rupted by an insertion of intron 2 from β-globin pre-mRNA carrying a cryp-
tic splice site, is stably transfected into cells (Fig. 3.1). Unless the aberrant 
slice site is masked by antisense ONs, the pre-mRNA of luciferase will be 
improperly processed. Thus, by using these cells, various vectors can be 
evaluated by measuring luciferase activity.  

3.5.3 HepG2 cells (paper V) 
HepG2 is a human hepatocellular carcinoma cell line derived from a biopsy 
of a child with hepatocellular carcinoma [243]. A clone of this cell line, 
stably transfected with the luciferase gene was kindly provided by J. Hei-
nonen. These cells were exploited to verify that CPPs could be employed for 
the delivery of siRNAs into a more challenging cell line. 

3.5.4 Astrocytoma cells (paper III) 
Hifko and VEGF+ cells are genetically engineered transformed astrocytes 
from murine primary astrocytes [244]. Hifko cells are low-grade astrocy-
tomas with deficient expression of the hypoxia inducible factor-1 (Hif-1) 
transcription factor. VEGF+ cells represent late grade astrocytoma with an 
over-expression of the vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) receptor. 
These cells have been included as we are currently targeting them in mice, 
partially using M918 as a vector. 
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3.5.5 Chinese hamster ovary cells (papers I and III) 
Chinese hamster ovary (CHO)-K1 cells are subclone from a parental cell line 
initiated from a biopsy of an ovary of adult Chinese hamster [245]. These 
cells have been widely used in the CPP field and, more important, there is 
one mutant cell line derivate that is of particular interest, namely cells defi-
cient in producing GAGs. This pgsA-745 clone harbours a mutation that 
affects the activity of xylosyltransferase, the first enzyme for sugar transfer 
in GAG synthesis, and hence these cells are devoid of all GAGs. In paper 
IV, these cells are referred to as CHO2242 cells. 

3.6 Determining the delivery efficacy of CPPs 
As mentioned in the introduction section, several protocols have been intro-
duced in last years to address the delivery efficacy of CPPs. Despite the 
number of pitfalls associated with fluorescence-based methods, these are still 
most widely used for initial screening of CPP internalization.  

3.6.1 Quantitative uptake measured by fluorometry (papers I-V) 
A requisite for determination of peptide uptake by fluorometry is the CPP or 
cargo molecule being fluorescently labeled. We have determined the cellular 
uptake of CPPs or associated cargo molecules by spectrofluorometry. 
Briefly, cells were treated with fluoresceinyl-CPP or fluoresceinyl-cargo for 
desired time points after which cells were washed, trypsinized, centrifuged, 
and lysed. Finally, fluorescence was measured and normalized to protein 
content in each well, to account for variances in cell density. The same pro-
tocol has been applied to delineate the uptake mechanism of CPPs by pre-
treating cells with various endocytosis inhibitors or performing treatments at 
low temperature. Inhibitors included in the thesis, using this protocol, are 
chloroquine, cytochalasin D, wortmannin, and sucrose. Chloroquine is a 
weak base buffering the endosomes, thus delaying the fusion to lysosomes 
providing longer periods of time for endosomal escape, or it might even 
destabilize membranes itself [246-248]. Hence, this agent is used to promote 
endosomal escape. Cytochalasin D is an inhibitor of macropinocytosis as it 
inhibits F-actin elongation [249]. Wortmannin is an inhibitor of PI3K and is 
believed to inhibit both macropinocytosis and CME [36]. Finally, sucrose is 
an inhibitor of receptor-mediated endocytosis, and in particular CME [250]. 

Even though this method offers a fast means of assessing the delivery ef-
ficacy and internalization mechanism of CPPs it suffers from some draw-
backs. Using this method, it is impossible to distinguish peptides in en-
dosomes from peptides in the remaining cell. Also, trypsin treatment might 
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not always be sufficient to remove extracellularly bound peptides and pep-
tides with a propensity to aggregate are difficult to degrade with the enzyme.  

3.6.2 Confocal microscopy (papers II and III) 
In order to unravel some of the problems associated with quantitative deter-
mination of CPP uptake, live cell confocal microscopy has predominantly 
been performed. This method allows detailed analysis of sub-cellular local-
ization of CPPs and has also been used to verify the validity of the data ob-
tained in the former assay in terms of membrane aggregation of CPPs. Using 
confocal microscopy to acquire spatial information on localization of pep-
tides has been further exploited to determine the uptake mechanism of CPPs 
by using fluorescently labeled endocytosis markers and analyze co-
localization. In this thesis rhodamine labeled transferrin or dextran has been 
used to distinguish between CME and macropinocytosis, respectively.  

Nevertheless, although being a very powerful tool to study CPP distribu-
tion, there are some pitfalls encountered using this technique. One major 
caveat is that peptides residing in endosomes generate such strong signals 
that alternative uptake routes are merely detectable. Another serendipitous 
observation in paper II was that despite that CPP-PNA conjugates promoted 
splice correction, conjugates were undetectable in the nucleus of cells. This 
strongly implies that either the amount of conjugate in the nucleus was be-
low the detection limit of the microscope or that the fluoresceinyl moiety 
had been quenched or cleaved off. 

3.7 siRNA delivery (paper V) 
We have here employed the less unwieldy strategy of co-incubation between 
different CPPs and siRNA for targeting of luciferase mRNA. Luciferase was 
chosen as a target protein since several previous studies have reported effi-
cient and persistent down regulation of the protein. Also, various siRNA 
sequences have been screened and optimized to confer gene silenceing at 
low concentrations [251]. 

 In the first set of experiments gene silencing effects in transiently trans-
fected cells with luciferase encoding plasmid were analyzed on protein level 
by measuring luciferase activity. HeLa cells were transfected with plasmid 
using Lipofectamine 2000 and the following day, cells were seeded in 24-
well plates. After another 24 h, cells were treated with CPP/siRNA com-
plexes, formed as previously described, and incubated for 36 h after which 
luciferase activity was measured in form of light emission. Relative lumines-
cence units (RLU) were then normalized to the protein content in each well. 
The main concern with using transiently transfected cells is that the plasmid 
transfection efficiencies might vary between experiments and, concomi-
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tantly, the expression levels of luciferase. This, in turn, changes the siRNA 
to luciferase ratio which could bring about significant variations between 
experiments. Bearing this in mind, and the fact that HeLa cells are very eas-
ily transfected, we continued targeting luciferase in a more challenging cell 
line, HepG2, stably transfected with a luciferase encoding plasmid.  

3.8 Splice correction assay (papers II-IV) 
As a result of all the previously mentioned flaws associated with using fluo-
rescence-based methods to assess CPP internalization, introduction of func-
tional assays are highly desirable. One such assay is the splice correction 
assay developed by Kole and co-workers, previously described in the thesis. 
In addition to obtaining information of the delivery efficacy, it also provides 
information concerning the sub-cellular localization of conjugates.  In con-
trary to siRNA assays that targets mRNA for degradation and other methods 
that exert their effect by down regulation, this assay generates a positive 
read-out. Therefore, this assay was used to evaluate uptake of CPPs either 
conjugated to PNA (paper II-IV) or complexed with 2´OMe RNA targeting 
the aberrant splice site (paper IV). Briefly, cells were treated with various 
CPP-PNA conjugates or 2´OMe ONs complexed with CPP for different 
periods of time, depending on experiment, after which media was replaced 
and cells were allowed to grow. After cell lysis, luciferase activity was 
measured and normalized to protein content. In several experiments, fluo-
resceinyl labeled PNA was used to allow measurements of both splice cor-
rection and quantitative uptake in the very same cell lysate. These experi-
ments are very useful in order to study the correlation between cellular up-
take and biological response and could possibly answer questions to what 
degree peptides are retained in endosomes or aggregated on the cell surface.  

As previously mentioned, various endocytosis inhibitors have been util-
ized as means of determining the uptake mechanism of CPPs. Here, for the 
first time, we used the inhibitors in combination with a functional assay to 
delineate internalization routes of CPPs. Also, heparinase III was included 
that removes HS from the cell surface, by pre-treating cells for 30 min be-
fore addition of CPP-PNA conjugates. Prior usage, all inhibitors were ti-
trated on cells and used at non-toxic concentrations. By using this assay, 
involvement of HS and contribution of each endocytic pathway in uptake of 
CPPs can be evaluated. Some well-established inhibitors of lipid raft-
mediated endocytosis, e.g. nystatin and mβCD, were omitted in these studies 
since they displayed significant toxicity on cells at concentrations needed to 
attain inhibition (data not shown).  
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3.9 Proliferation and cytotoxicity measurements  
This section covers the assays used to measure the cytotoxicity that CPPs 
possibly display. Several methods have been developed to evaluate integrity 
of cells after treatment with different compounds. Some are addressing the 
effects on membrane integrity while others are measuring long-term toxic 
effects in terms of metabolic activity. Assessing the cytotoxicity of CPPs is 
of the greatest importance to avoid artifactual results, and a prerequisite if to 
be used in clinical settings.  

3.9.1 Lactate dehydrogenase leakage assay (papers I-III, V) 
A lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) leakage assay was used to measure integrity 
of the plasma membrane after treatment with CPPs. LDH is an enzyme that 
catalyzes the conversion of lactate to pyruvate with concomitant exchange of 
NAD+ to NADH. In the CytoTox-ONETM assay used in this thesis, released 
LDH is measured via an enzymatic reaction in which NADH reacts with 
reazurin that is converted to the end product resorufin which can be quanti-
fied by measuring fluorescence at 560/590 (ex/em) nm. The main advantage 
with this assay is that it is fast, however, LDH is a rather large protein and, 
hence, small pores created by CPPs could be difficult to detect. 

3.9.2 WST-1 assay (papers I-III, V) 
In addition to methods that monitor membrane integrity, long-term viability 
measurements should be included when addressing the toxic profile of CPPs. 
Several assays have been developed based on tetrazolium salts that are, in 
viable cells, converted to different formazan products by mitochondrial de-
hydrogenases. One such is the WST-1 assay, utilized in this thesis. In this 
assay, WST-1 is cleaved by the mitochondrial succinate-tetrazolium-
reductase system to generate formazan. Quantification of the formazan dye 
produced by metabolically active cells was conducted on a spectrophotome-
ter by measuring absobance at 420 nm. The absorbance is directly correlated 
to mitochondrial dehydrogenase activity and, hence, to the number of viable 
cells. The main advantage with this assay is that it is very easy to use since 
WST-1 is simply added to each well in a 96-well plate and measured for 
absorbance 1-4 h after exposure. 
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4. Results and discussion 

The reports included in this thesis are all describing the utility of CPPs in 
delivery of different ONs. However, the objectives are different between the 
papers. In paper I we characterized the CPP-mediated translocation of, not 
only, ONs but also proteins in terms of toxicity and delivery efficacy while 
in paper II-IV, we assessed the potential of various CPPs to convey SCOs 
inside cells and induce a biological response (i.e. splice correction). In addi-
tion, same assay was exploited to determine the uptake mechanism of CPPs, 
including the newly designed CPP, M918. In paper V, we have used the 
information obtained in preceeding studies to improve the delivery of siRNA 
and induce gene silencing. The EB1 peptide was employed in order to eluci-
date the importance of promoting endosomal escape to attain significant 
gene silencing.  

4.1 Cargo-dependent alterations in the cytotoxicity and 
delivery efficacy of CPPs (paper I) 
There is a constantly growing number of CPPs introduced in the literature 
with different chemical properties and abilities to ferry various cargos across 
cellular membranes. However, most studies utilizing CPPs as delivery vec-
tors have focused on achieving high delivery yields, and less attention has 
been brought to the toxicity these peptides might exhibit. Although some 
groups have addressed this issue partly, results are divergent since different 
CPPs and cargo molecules have been used. Furthermore, differences in ex-
perimental procedures make comparisons between studies all the more com-
plicated. Performing a comprehensive study, using the same experimental 
conditions, to evaluate the relative efficacy of single CPPs to convey differ-
ent cargos, and to what extent the cargo might influence the toxicity of pep-
tides, would offer a more accurate comparison in regard to these aspects. 

Therefore, in paper I, we compared three of the major CPPs, namely Tat, 
penetratin, and TP10, by means of their delivery efficacy and toxic side ef-
fects. The first two peptides are highly cationic with a low amphipathic mo-
ment while the latter CPP is less cationic, having a higher amphipathic mo-
ment. It is important to emphasize that this paper does not consider any bio-
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logical activity of transported cargos, but rather the cargo-dependent uptake 
and toxicity. 

First, we wanted to investigate the long-term toxicity of the three uncon-
jugated CPPs in HeLa and CHO cells. In accordance with previously pub-
lished data from Saar et al., TP10 appeared to exert toxic effects at concen-
trations above 10 µM while the other two peptides had negligible effects on 
proliferation at concentrations up to 50 µM [133]. Next, we investigated 
whether attachment of carboxyfluorescein alters the cytotoxic properties of 
CPPs. Penetratin remained untoxic at all tested concentration, while fluo-
resceinyl labeled Tat displayed slightly elevated membrane perturbation and 
significantly decreased proliferation already at 20 µM concentration. The 
cytotoxicity of labeled CPPs correlate with the cellular uptake, TP10 being 
most effective and cytotoxic. Interestingly, if conjugating carboxyfluorescein 
N-terminally on TP10, instead of orthogonally on Lysine7, striking differ-
ences in uptake and toxicity was observed. N-terminal conjugation drasti-
cally decreased the cellular uptake as compared to the orthogonally labeled 
peptide. In addition, LDH leakage was significantly increased with a con-
comitant decrease in proliferation when utilizing N-terminally labeled TP10. 
These differences might be assigned the hydrophobic nature of carboxyfluo-
rescein that, when coupled to the N-terminus, increases the already hydro-
phobic peptide tail, resulting in increased membrane destabilization. How-
ever, orthogonally labeled TP10 mediated decreased cellular toxicities even 
when compared to unlabeled peptide. Hence, it is incorrect to argue that the 
carboxyfluorescein moiety increases the toxicity of peptides in general. 
These results collectively suggest that also the uptake of CPPs per se might 
deviate significantly from that of labeled peptides. 

When co-incubating fluoresceinyl labeled double stranded DNA with in-
creasing concentrations of peptides and measuring the cellular uptake, same 
pattern of internalization was observed as with fluoresceinyl labeled CPPs. 
However, the complexation of DNA with Tat abolished the reduced prolif-
eration observed with fluoresceinyl-Tat, and reduced the toxicity of TP10. 
This indicates that the DNA cargo influences the toxicity of peptides, most 
likely through electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions, which leaves cellu-
lar membranes less exposed to the peptides 

Finally, proteins were utilized as cargos. FITC-labeled SA and AV was 
either co-incubated with CPPs or coupled via biotin. Overall, the uptake of 
proteins linked via biotin was significantly higher than those that were co-
incubated. Interestingly, Tat was extremely efficient in promoting protein 
transduction, reaching same levels of uptake as with TP10. The significant 
differences in uptake of free Tat compared to Tat with proteins could arise 
from the suggested shift in translocation mechanism, from direct transloca-
tion to endocytosis when conjugated to a protein [208].  

In conclusion, we have shown that different CPPs are suitable for differ-
ent cargos and that the cytotoxicity of peptides is highly dependent on the 
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cargo used and the cargo-coupling position within the peptide. I believe that 
these results, at least partially, could serve as guidelines in selection of CPPs 
for a particular cargo. 

4.2 CPP-mediated delivery of splice correcting PNA 
and involvement of endocytosis (paper II) 
By using the HeLa pLuc 705 cell line, various vectors can be evaluated as 
means of translocation efficacy. We utilized three CPPs; transportan, pene-
tratin, and Tat, conjugated via a disulfide bridge to splice correcting PNA 
targeting the aberrant splice site in the luciferase pre-mRNA.  

In the first set of experiments we compared the relative efficacy of each 
CPP-PNA conjugate to promote splice correction after 16 h treatment in 
serum containing or serum free media. All conjugates induced a dose-
dependent increase in luciferase production when performing experiments in 
media devoid of serum, transportan-PNA displaying highest level of splice 
correction. In serum containing media, a drastic decrease in splicing was 
observed with all peptides, however, transportan-PNA retained significant 
splicing at 2 µM concentration. These results are in divergence from an ear-
lier study where Tat and penetratin conjugated to 2´OMe RNA were insensi-
tive to serum exposure [219].  

Next, we analyzed the correlation between splice correction and quantita-
tive cellular uptake of fluoresceinyl PNA conjugated to CPPs. A correlation 
between uptake and splicing, measured in the same cell lysate, was observed 
with Tat- and penetratin-PNA after 8 h treatments, whereas transportan-PNA 
induced splice correction to a higher degree at lower concentrations. This 
could be a result of higher total uptake of transportan-PNA in endosomes at 
low concentrations compared to the other peptides which allows endosomal 
escape. To corroborate that endocytosis was the mechanism underlying the 
uptake of CPP-PNA conjugates, cells were pre-incubated and treated for 1 h 
at 4 °C with conjugates after which media was changed and cells replaced at 
37 °C. Indeed, both splice correction and uptake was reduced with transpor-
tan- and penetratin-PNA under these conditions, signifying the importance 
of endocytosis. Tat-PNA uptake decreased significantly but luciferase ex-
pression remained steady. However, the level of splice correction was so low 
that it is inappropriate to draw any conclusions regarding Tat uptake. 

To further substantiate that endocytosis was responsible for cellular inter-
nalization of CPP-PNA conjugates, cells were treated with chloroquine or a 
fusogenic peptide HA2-penetratin in combination with CPP-PNA conju-
gates. Chloroquine improved splice correction several-fold for all conju-
gates, with the strongest effect observed with transportan-PNA conjugate. In 
accordance with its role to buffer endosomes and slow down endocytosis, 
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uptake was decreased after treatment with chloroquine. HA2-penetratin 
slightly increased splicing, however, not significantly. These results in com-
bination with the punctuate distribution of CPP-PNA conjugates in vesicular 
structures observed with confocal microscopy and the partial co-localization 
with dextran, provide solid evidence for predominant endocytic uptake of all 
three conjugates.  

It is extremely important to emphasize that the endocytic uptake holds for 
the CPP-PNA conjugates but not inevitably for free peptides. However, con-
sidering the advantages of using a functional assay over fluoresceinyl moie-
ties and not using for example the large Cre-recombinase as cargo but a 
rather inert PNA, we believe that results from this assay should be most reli-
able. Overall, transportan present itself as the most potent vector, which will 
be further investigated in vivo for targeting of endogenous pre-mRNAs.  

4.3 Superior delivery properties of a novel CPP, M918 
(paper III) 
The serendipitous observation that M918 efficiently entered cells in a non-
toxic fashion encouraged us to investigate its potential to be used as a vector 
for proteins and splice correcting PNA. We decided to carry out a side by 
side comparison with the already established effective CPP TP10, and pene-
tratin. M918 readily internalized to several cell lines, and to a higher extent 
than the other peptides. Furthermore, the peptide appeared non-toxic up to 
25 µM concentration in different cell lines, which could be compared to 
TP10 that induced 75% LDH leakage at the same concentration. From these 
results we conclude that M918 is more effective than TP10 but share the 
favourable property of penetratin of being untoxic.  

When using the same proteins and strategies as in paper I, M918 con-
ferred higher cellular uptake than TP10 that was previously shown to be 
most potent for protein transduction. Again, coupling through biotin gener-
ated significantly higher internalization levels compared to the co-incubation 
strategy. Thus, this peptide appears to be suitable for protein transduction, 
which has later been confirmed in our laboratory using another protein as 
cargo [252].  

The high delivery potential of M918 prompted us to investigate the 
mechanism of uptake for the peptide. In accordance with paper II, this pep-
tide localized mainly in vesicles throughout cells, with little diffuse staining 
of the cytoplasm. Same was observed when conjugating PNA to the peptide 
(data not shown). By pre-treating cells with chloroquine, a reduced uptake of 
fluoresceinyl M918 was observed. Also, by pre-maintaining cells and per-
forming treatments at 4 °C, uptake was significantly reduced to the same 
levels as the positive control, transferrin. These results support involvement 
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of endocytosis in uptake of M918. The reduced uptake observed with su-
crose indicates participation of receptor-mediated endocytosis and in particu-
lar CME in translocation of M918. Furthermore, experiments with the endo-
cytosis markers transferrin and dextran revealed partial co-localization with 
both markers in most cell lines except HeLa cells were M918 exclusively 
coincided with dextran, suggesting that in these cells macropinocytosis 
represents the main entry pathway. Apperantly, results are somewhat diver-
gent when comparing the results obtained with sucrose, suggesting contribu-
tion of CME in uptake, and co-localization with dextran. However, sucrose 
is not exclusively inhibiting CME but most probably also receptor-mediated 
endocytosis in general. We recently substantiated the involvement of 
macropinocytosis by pulsing cells for 1 h with M918, after which fluo-
resceinyl labeled dextran was exposed to cells for 1 h. Cells pre-treated with 
M918 presented a significant increase in dextran uptake in comparison with 
untreated cells (Figure 4.1a). This suggests that M918 stimulates macropino-
cytosis activity.  

 
Figure 4.1. a) Uptake of 5 µM 42 kDa (HMw) FITC-labeled dextran after 1 h in 
HeLa cells optionally pre-treated for 1 h with 5 µM M918. We conclude that M918 
stimulates macropinocytosis activity. Sudent´s t-test, *** p<0.001 b) HeLa pLuc 
705 cells were pre-treated with endocytosis inhibitors for 30 min after which cells 
were exposed with 5 µM M918-PNA for 1 h. Luciferase activity was measured 16 h 
later. We conclude that M918 enters cells via endocytosis independent of HS. 
ANOVA, Dunnett´s, ** p<0.01  

Next, we investigated the importance of GAGs on the cell surface for in-
ternalization of the three peptides. In accordance with the common view that 
GAGs are a prerequisite for initial interaction of CPPs with cells, both the 
uptake of penetratin and TP10 was significantly reduced in CHO2242 cells 
as compared to wild type CHO cells. Unexpectedly, however, M918 inter-
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nalization was not significantly reduced. Using confocal microscopy, we 
could observe little or no internalization of penetratin and TP10, while M918 
was distributed in vesicles inside cells (data not shown). These results indi-
cate that although endocytosis seem to be the dominating uptake pathway for 
M918, GAGs are not necessary for initial binding and induction of macropi-
nocytosis or CME. This is in disagreement with previous reports claiming 
that binding to HS is crucial for concomitant induction of actin reorganiza-
tion and formation of lamellopodia [191,203]. 

Due to the previously mentioned flaws associated with quantitative 
fluorometric uptake and the discrepant results recently mentioned, we de-
cided to verify the abovementioned findings, employing the splice correction 
assay. In agreement with previous results, M918-PNA was the most efficient 
conjugate in promoting splice correction. Pre-treatment with chloroquine 
enhanced M918-PNA mediated splice correction dose-dependently while 
treatments conducted at 4 °C reduced splicing significantly, confirming en-
docytic uptake of M918. Furthermore by pre-treating cells with cytochalasin 
D or wortmaninn, splicing was reduced significantly, thus envisaging the 
importance of macropinocytosis in uptake of this peptide (Figure 4.1b). Fi-
nally, new data confirm the independence of GAGs, in particular HS, for 
M918 uptake. Cells pre-treated with heparinase III did not display any de-
crease in splicing but rather a significant increase (Figure 4.1b). 

In conclusion, we have discovered a CPP that is readily internalized to 
cells and, which is of particular importance, is a highly potent delivery vec-
tor for SCOs which could be used for future targeting of other aberrant splice 
sites in several genetic disorders and cancers. Furthermore, we have shown 
that the internalization of M918 is independent of GAGs on the cell surface 
and relies mainly on macropinocytosis. The intriguing feature of being non-
toxic like penetratin and concurrently more efficient than the amphipathic 
peptide TP10, makes this peptide an interesting delivery vector candidate for 
future in vivo therapies.    

4.4 A protocol to address the delivery efficacy and 
internalization route of CPPs (paper IV) 
This paper describes, in detail, a protocol based on the splice correction as-
say in combination with regular quantitative uptake by fluorometry to assess 
CPP activity. The HeLa pLuc 705 cells have been extensively exploited in 
search for efficient delivery vectors, however, the experimental settings are 
very divergent in terms of treatment and incubation times, making compari-
sons between studies difficult. This particular protocol presented here is 
further optimized to delineate the uptake mechanism of CPPs. We describe 
not only the use of covalent CPP-PNA conjugates but also the possibility to 
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employ the co-incubation strategy between CPPs and negatively charged 
2´OMe RNA, targeting the same aberrant splice site. 

When comparing the efficiency of different CPP-PNA conjugates to pro-
mote splice correction, recently described M918 was the most potent peptide 
followed by the amphipathic peptides transportan and TP10. Since most 
studies using CPPs have employed Tat and penetratin, we decided to further 
investigate the role of endocytosis in uptake of penetratin-PNA. Tat-PNA 
was omitted in this study since the levels of splice correction was too low. In 
accordance with M918-PNA, penetratin conferred internalization and splic-
ing increased dose-dependently with increasing concentrations of the conju-
gate. Furthermore, inhibitors of macropinocytosis significantly decreased the 
splicing efficiency that is in line with results on M918. However, unlike 
M918-PNA, penetratin-PNA is dependent on initial interaction with HS for 
subsequent internalization. That is in concurrence with the uptake of fluo-
resceinyl penetratin observed in CHO2242 cells (paper III). These discrep-
ancies between penetratin and M918 could explain the higher efficencies 
observed with the latter peptide. We hypothesize that interactions with 
GAGs, and in particular HS, could be unfavorable, as observed with M918 
where removal of HS concomitantly increased the splicing efficacy signifi-
cantly. We are currently investigating the role of HS and different endocytic 
pathways in uptake of other CPP-PNA conjugates including transportan and 
TP10, using additional endocytosis inhibitors such as chlorpromazine. Initial 
results suggest that the internalization mechanism differ between CPPs but 
that HS seems pivotal for uptake of all CPPs except M918 (unpublished 
data). However, it is too early to draw any definite conclusions. 

Finally, we describe a fast protocol to evaluate CPP delivery efficacy, de-
void of cumbersome conjugate preparations instead using the non-covalent 
strategy of co-incubation between CPP and 2´OMe RNA. We show, using 
the penetratin peptide, that these complexes are able to promote splice-
correction, however, not in absence of a lysosomotrophic agent. Hence, at 
least for SCOs, CPPs per se are unable to confer splicing using the co-
incubation approach. Same has been observed with other peptides including 
TP10, transportan, M918, MPGΔNLS, and pVEC (data not shown). Despite 
that obstacle, we belive that this setup still could be exploited as an initial 
screen for CPP activities.  

Taken togther, this protocol presents a robust means of evaluating the ef-
ficacy of CPPs and to investigate the importance of endocytic pathways. 
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4.5 Endosomolytic CPPs in siRNA-mediated gene 
silencing (paper V) 
As aforementioned, RNAi has an enormous potential to be used in future 
therapeutical settings. Albeit successful development of several new delivery 
vectors has been achieved, there is still space for improvements. MPG ΔNLS 
has recently been employed in two different studies for the delivery of dif-
ferent siRNAs as non-covalent complexes, displaying up to 90% inhibition 
in gene expression [166,239]. Thus, we wanted to elucidate whether other 
CPPs could convey siRNA inside cells including penetratin, TP10, bPrPp, 
and the newly designed penetratin analog EB1.  

First, we evaluated the ability of CPPs to form complexes with siRNA. 
All peptides were able to form complexes with siRNA, with varying effi-
ciency. However, there was no direct correlation between the ability to form 
complexes and the uptake levels of siRNA. Penetratin and bPrPp were the 
most potent peptides in promoting internalization of siRNA, despite that 
bPrPp were less efficient than the other peptides in forming complexes. Fu-
thermore, penetratin was more potent than TP10 in transporting siRNA into 
cells, which is in disagreement with the results in paper I on delivery of dou-
ble stranded DNA. Despite the similarities between DNA and RNA it seems 
as they affect uptake differently. These results further pin point the fact that 
different CPPs display different cargo preferences.  

As quantitative uptake not necessarily correlates with the biological activ-
ity, we wanted to assess the gene silencing effects. Surprisingly, all peptides, 
except penetratin and TP10, were able to transport biologically active siRNA 
across the plasma membrane and induce significant gene silencing. Again, 
this indicates that some CPPs are better suited for particular cargos since we 
observed significant effects of decoy DNA on Myc activity previously, using 
the same co-incubation strategy with TP10 [165]. Overall, the gene silencing 
effect seems to correlate with the endosomolytic characteristics of CPPs. 

In order to confirm the potency of EB1 to confer gene silencing, a side by 
side comparison was performed between EB1 and penetratin. According to 
the more sensitive EtBr-exclusion assay, EB1 was shown to more readily 
form complexes with siRNA as compared to penetratin. Furthermore, cellu-
lar uptake was significantly higher at low molar ratios, using the EB1 pep-
tide. In accordance, significantly higher gene silencing effects were observed 
with EB1, even when performing experiments in full growth media. In an 
attempt to verify that the enhanced gene silencing with EB1 ensued as a 
result of endosomal escape, a fusogenic peptide HA2-penetratin was co-
added with penetratin-siRNA complexes. Indeed, after co-administration, a 
significant reduction in luciferase expression was observed, suggesting that 
promoting endosomal escape is a prerequisite in order to attain a biological 
response of penetratin. 
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Since all experiments so far had been conducted in HeLa cells, another 
more challenging cell line, HepG2 was chosen to confirm the potency of 
EB1. Also, this cell line was stably transfected with the luciferase-encoding 
gene, and should therefore more resemble an endogenous target. Using the 
same protocol as in HeLa cells, we were unable to detect any gene silencing. 
However, when changing the pre-incubation conditions so that the peptide 
and siRNA was mixed in the final treatment volume rather than in 1/10th of 
the final volume, a significant decrease in luciferase expression was ob-
tained. The gene silencing was not as pronounced as in HeLa cells but, un-
expectedly, exceeded the effect conferred by Lipofectamine 2000. A previ-
ous report demonstrated that induction of macropinocytosis in HepG2 cells 
decreased polyplex transfection efficacy while uptake via CME results in 
best gene delivery [253]. We hypothesize that by performing the pre-
incubation step in a larger volume, the EB1/siRNA complex size decreases, 
thereby possibly reducing the macropinocytosis component. In conclusion, 
by promoting endosomal escape, increased biological activity is obtained. 
Hence, the rational of modifying existing CPPs to gain improved endosomo-
lytic properties could prove to be of great importance in order to reduce con-
centrations needed to attain a biological response.  
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5. Conclusions 

The essential findings in each of the five papers that constitute the frame-
work of this thesis are listed and described below. 

 
• Paper I: We conclude that cargo moieties affect not only the delivery 

efficacy of CPPs but also the toxicity displayed by peptides. Fur-
thermore we show that the cargo coupling position within the CPP 
significantly influences the toxicity. These results could serve as 
guidelines for choice of peptide for a specific cargo. 

 
• Paper II: For all tested CPP-PNA conjugates, endocytosis consti-

tutes the main route of entry, concluded from experiments at low 
temperature and after treatment with lysosomtrophic agents using the 
splice correction assay. Overall, transportan was most effective and 
Tat least potent.  

 
• Paper III: The M918 peptide diplayed significantly higher uptake 

than TP10 and concurrently was shown to be equally non-toxic as 
penetratin. Also, the peptide was most effective in promoting protein 
transduction. Using the splice correction assay, we conclude that the 
peptide is internalized primarily via macropinocytosis, however, in-
dependent of HS. Thus, this peptide could be universally applied for 
the delivery of different cargos. 

 
• Paper IV: We showed that M918 was the most potent peptide fol-

lowed by transportan and TP10. Furthermore, after treatment with 
endocytosis inhibitors, we conclude that the uptake mechanism of 
penetratin can be ascribed macropinocytosis. Finally, we emphasize 
the importance of using functional assays to address CPP uptake as 
non-covalent complexes are readily internalized into cells but are un-
able to promote splice correction in absence of lysosomotrophic 
agents. 

 
• Paper V: Based on the knowledge obtained in previous papers, the 

EB1 peptide was designed and applied together with other existing 
CPPs for the delivery of siRNA. In general, there is a clear correla-
tion between endosomolytic properties of CPPs and gene silencing 
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effects. Hence, the future rational will be to modify existing CPPs to 
achive improved endosomolytic characteristics. 

 
In conclusion, this thesis has increased the understanding to what extent 
different cargo molecules influences CPP-mediated uptake and toxicity, and 
that novel peptides such as M918 can be developed displaying increased 
efficiencies and reduced toxicities. Furthermore, we confirm the involve-
ment of endocytosis, and in particular, macropinocytosis in uptake of CPPs 
here using a functional assay. Finally, we show the importance of designing 
new peptides with enhanced endosomolytic properties. M918 and EB1 could 
both prove to be of great significance for future in vivo delivery of ONs. 
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning på svenska 
Celler i vår kropp är omgivet av ett skyddande membran; plasmamembranet. 
Detta membran som till största delen är uppbyggt av fetter och proteiner är 
livsnödvändigt för cellers biologiska funktion. Förutom att verka som ett 
skydd mot icke kroppsegna substanser reglerar membranet upptaget av olika 
essentiella molekyler. Medan mindre molekyler kan transporteras in i celler 
direkt måste större molekyler aktivt transporteras med hjälp av 
energikrävande processer, gemensamt kallade endocytos. Det faktum att 
plasmamembranet är ytterst ogenomträngligt för främmande substanser 
försvårar dock upptaget av läkemedel och andra biologiska substanser. En 
grupp av substanser med hög klinisk potential är oligonukleotider som är 
uppbyggda av de nukleinsyror som utgör vårt genom. Dessa används för att 
på olika sätt påverka reglering av gener.  

För att kunna introducera dessa oligonukleotider in i celler har olika 
leveransmetoder utvecklats. En sådan metod är så kallade cell-penetrerande 
peptider (CPPer). Dessa CPPer, som är uppbyggda av aminosyror likt 
proteiner, har förmågan att effektivt ta sig in i celler och transportera en 
mängd olika substanser över plasmamembranet. Trots att intensiv forskning 
de senaste 13 åren har visat vilken enorm potential dessa CPPer har, är det 
än idag oklart exakt hur dessa peptider tas upp av celler. De flesta studierna 
på senare år pekar på vikten av endocytos för upptag av CPPer medan andra 
visar att de direkt penetrar plasmamembranet. Dessutom har få studier utrett 
toxiska aspekter av peptiderna tillsammans med olika laster. Att förstå den 
underliggande upptagsmekanismen av CPPer samt deras toxiska profiler är 
nödvändigt för att kunna utveckla nya, mer potenta CPPer för framtida 
läkemedelsanvändande. 

I samtliga fem artiklar som ligger till grund för avhandlingen har vi 
använt olika CPPer för leverans av ovannämnda oligonukleotider dock med 
olika avsikter. I första artikeln utvärderade vi hur olika laster, inklusive 
oligonukleotider och proteiner, påverkar väletablerade CPPers 
leveransegenskaper och toxiska effekter på celler. Slutsaten är att olika 
peptider har olika toxicitet och effektivitet samt att påkoppling av laster 
påverkar peptidernas egenskaper i båda avseendena. Generellt finns en 
koppling mellan hög effektivitet och toxicitet som i fallet med peptiden 
TP10. Dessa resultat kan användas som en riktlinje i framtida val av CPP för 
en specifik last.  

I andra, tredje och fjärde artikeln analyserade vi olika CPPers förmåga att 
transportera splicing korrigerande oligonukleotider in i celler, ämnade att 
korrigera en muterad gen så att ett funktionellt protein bildas. Nivåerna av 
bildat protein ger därmed ett mått på hur effektiv CPPn har varit på att tas 
upp i cellen. Celler med denna muterade gen användes för att mäta 
effektiviteten och upptagsmekansimen av en rad olika CPPer. Slutsatsen från 
dessa studier är att alla CPPer tas upp via endocytos, och mer specifikt via 
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makropinocytos, en speciell typ av endocytos. En nyligen konstruerad CPP, 
M918, visade sig vara mest potent av alla testade peptider både för leverans 
av ovannämnda oligonukleotid samt för proteiner. Dessutom var denna 
peptid mindre toxisk än etablerat effektiva CPPer. 

I den sista artikeln utvärderades olika CPPers förmåga att leverera siRNA 
in i celler. siRNA är en typ av oligonukeotid som inhibierar geners uttryck 
av proteiner. Baserad på tidigare kunskap att CPPerna tas upp via endocytos 
designade vi en ny CPP, EB1, med förbättrade endosomolytiska egenskaper. 
Med detta menas att peptiden har en förmåga att bryta endosomer och 
frigöra sin last (dvs. siRNA). Endosomer är vesiklar som formas när 
substaner tas upp via endocytos. Om substanserna förblir i endosomerna så 
kommer de slutligen att brytas ner av olika enzymer. Alltså är det ytterst 
viktigt att substanser frigörs från dessa vesiklar så att de kan utföra sin 
biologiska funktion i cellen. Slutsatsen från studien är att det finns ett direkt 
samband mellan CPPernas förmåga att bryta endosomer och förmågan att 
mediera en biologisk effekt, i detta fall nedreglering av proteinuttryck. 

Ett flertal genetiska sjukdomar och olika former av cancer är i många fall 
ett resultat av mutationer som gör att proteiner överuttrycks eller att inte 
korrekta proteiner bildas. Genom att använda ovannämnda oligonukleotider 
med CPPer som transportörer skulle flera av dessa sjukdomar möjligen 
kunna botas. Sammanfattningsvis har arbetet i denna avhandling resulterat i 
en djupare förståelse kring CPPers generella egenskaper samt mer i detalj 
ökat förståelsen för de mekanismer som ligger bakom deras upptag i celler. 
Nykonstruerade CPPer som M918 och EB1 är ett resultat av dessa studier 
vilka kan komma visa sig vara av stort värde för framtida leverans av, inte 
bara, oligonukleotider utan även konventionella läkemedel. 
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